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Although the horror genre has been embraced by filmmakers around the world, Japan has
been one of the most prolific and successful purveyors of such films. From science fiction
terrors of the 1950s like Godzilla to violent films like Suicide Circle and Ichi the Killer, Japanese
horror film has a diverse history. While the quality of some of these films has varied, others
have been major hits in Japan and beyond, frightening moviegoers around the globe. Many of
these films—such as the Ringu movies—have influenced other horror productions in both Asia
and the United States.The Encyclopedia of Japanese Horror Films covers virtually every horror
film made in Japan from the past century to date. In addition to major and modest productions,
this encyclopedia also features entries on notable directors, producers, and actors. Each film
entry includes comprehensive details, situates the film in the context and history of Japanese
horror cinema, and provides brief suggestions for further reading.Although emphasizing horror
as a general theme, this encyclopedia also encompasses other genres that are associated
with this theme, including Comedy Horror, Science Fiction Horror, Cyber-punk Horror, Ero
Guru (Erotic Grotesque), and Anime Horror. The Encyclopedia of Japanese Horror Films is a
comprehensive reference volume that will appeal to both cinema scholars as well as to the
many fans of this popular genre.

Murguia, along with more than 50 international academic contributors, presents an A–Z
reference guide highlighting Japanese horror (J-horror) cinema. Various aspects of the genre
are considered, such as ero guru nansensu (erotic grotesque nonsense), tokusatsu (live-action
special effects), and anime. This encyclopedia seeks to provide a 'perspective on the
intersection between popular culture and the commercial production of horror' that is
'accessible for general audiences and academics alike.' Films (Ringu; Tokyo Gore Police),
directors (Takashi Miike, Kiyoshi Kurosawa), and series ('Ju-on,' 'Tetsuo,' 'Daimajin') are
examined. Entries on films include information such as date, director, and screenwriter along
with graphically detailed synopses and brief analysis, in order to give scholarly credence to
these works. Many of the movies are disturbing in theme and involve scenes of rape,
mutilation, and torture. Splatter, slasher, and 'pink' films (those with sex or nudity) are
discussed. This comprehensive source will benefit those looking for material on these films in a
single volume and be of value to film students researching the topic. Some articles offer helpful
bibliographies for further exploration. VERDICT: For J-horror enthusiasts and academic
libraries with film collections.  � Library JournalFor film aficionados, Japanese horror is a well-
known genre, influencing horror productions in the U.S. as well as in other Asian countries.
Varying widely from monster films, like the iconic Godzilla, to violence-and death-obsessed
works, science-fiction-influenced tales, and ghost stories, these films appeal to differing
demographics. Designed for both general readers and those in academic venues, this
alphabetically organized work covers most of the Japanese horror films made in the past 100
years, both in film-specific entries and those for notable writers, actors, directors, and
producers as well as film festivals. Articles, written by approximately 45 international
contributors, most with academic affiliations, are accessibly written essays. . . .[T]he essays are
generally interesting reading, and many are followed by cross-reference notations and short
bibliographies. The contents give film titles and names in both English and Japanese, and the
index is comprehensive and accurate. . . .[T]his volume is a sound inclusion for collections at



colleges and universities supporting film studies.  � BooklistThis offbeat encyclopedia edited by
Murguia seeks to fill a niche as the only English-language work on ‘J-horror.’ More than 50
international contributors—mainly scholars—provide write-ups, treating horror broadly,
including genres such as hyper-violence, erotic grotesque, or anime horror. The bulk of the
work focuses on an admirably wide range of specific films; it also offers entries on important
directors, actors, and general themes…. [T]his volume belongs on the bookshelves of
aficionados and libraries collecting comprehensively in film…. Upper-level undergraduates
through researchers/faculty; general readers.  � ChoiceOnce opened, The Encyclopedia of
Japanese Horror Movies unleashed wriggly, rubbery tentacles of film analysis and biography
and historical context and cultural insight onto the hapless reviewer’s initial cursory interest of
the topic and infused it with an irradiated concoction of well-written essays, until the reviewer
found himself morphing and transforming and mutating into...an ardent appreciator of J-
Horror. . . .According to Murguia, in his two-page introduction, The Encyclopedia of Japanese
Horror Movies stands alone as the only encyclopedia in the English-speaking market focusing
on J-Horror. . . .While the essays about the movies provide the reader with the expected
summary and analysis of the film or film series, the contributors’ expertise add unexpected
textures to the content. . . .Does Godzilla lurk within these pages? Yes. Will your library’s
patrons—J-Horror connoisseur or curious novice—find themselves ensnared by the content of
The Encyclopedia of Japanese Horror Movies? Place the book on your shelves and walk away.
 � American Reference Books Annual --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the
AuthorSalvador Jimenez Murguia is associate professor of Sociology at Miyazaki International
College and Paul Orfalea Center Fellow in Global Studies at the University of California at
Santa Barbara. He is the author of the forthcoming Failure to Launch: Crystal Pepsi, Mullets,
and the Other Doomed Trends of Popular Culture. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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ntentsAcknowledgmentsIntroductionABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPRSTUVWXYZAbout the Editor and
ContributorsAcknowledgmentsA project like this is not an individual endeavor, but rather a
group effort. I would like to acknowledge, therefore, the professionalism and hard work of
Rowman & Littlefield’s senior editor of arts and literature, Stephen Ryan, and his staff.
Additionally, National Cinema Series editor Dr. Cynthia Miller of Emerson College has been,
and continues to be, an invaluable resource for wisdom and expertise in developing both the
potential for meaningful writing ventures as well as individual career options for those that
propose to write them.Within my own academic institution of Akita International University I
would also like to acknowledge the director of Liberal Arts Studies, Dr. Marcin Schroeder; vice
president of Academic Affairs, Dr. Peter McCagg; and executive registrar, Mrs. Yukiko Suda for
their understanding, cooperation, and support for my research agendas.Within my close circle
of family and friends, I would also like to acknowledge Hide Murguia; Kohaku Francisco
Murguia; Kiseki Concepcion Murguia; Polito Jin Murguia; Yoko Naganishi; Paul Jimenez; Jan
Jimenez; and my mother, Olivia Jimenez, for their help with everything from translation
assistance and personal advice to time to think, reflect, and write—arigatou, thank you, and
gracias!Finally, I am indebted to those individuals who contributed to this volume, whose
combined output makes this work rich with diversity and perspective. They, along with the
producers, directors, actors, and fans of Japanese horror films, are the most valuable part of
The Encyclopedia of Japanese Horror Films.IntroductionJapan’s film industry is not only one of
the oldest, but perhaps one of the more prominent in the world of motion picture production.
Among its many genres, horror films have had a real impact on global popular culture. From
the eerie storylines incorporating a fascination with violence and death like Suicide Circle and
Ichi the Killer to the science fiction terrors of Godzilla and Tetsuo, horror plays a major role
among Japanese film genres. While some of these films are rather poor productions, others,
such as the Ringu movies, have been major hits in Japan and have influenced other horror
productions in both Asia and the United States.Accessible for general audiences and
academics alike, this volume is one of the more comprehensive reference texts, covering



virtually every major horror film production made in Japan from the past century to date.
Additionally, this text also includes entries for notable writers, directors, producers, actors, and
film festivals, as well as several cultural and literary influences that have helped to engender J-
horror material.To be sure, there are a number of texts on the market that serve as important
tools for both obtaining a general understanding of the J-horror genre, as well as conducting
advanced scholarly research on this topic. For example, it is important to acknowledge Colette
Balmain’s (2008) Introduction to Japanese Horror Film, as it is an invaluable guide to
establishing how the J-horror genre fits into the rest of Japanese cinema. Indeed, Balmain’s
work has been an incredibly useful reference since the inception of the project, especially with
regard to arranging the larger framework for how this volume would come to be. Additionally,
Jay McRoy’s (2005) Japanese Horror Cinema and Jim Harper’s (2009) Flowers from Hell: The
Modern Japanese Horror Film, are both seminal works in the field of J-horror studies and have
been instrumental in guiding the interpretations and analyses of the vast majority of the
authors whose works appear in this text. Incidentally, this volume features several contributions
from both McRoy and Harper. Moreover, Valerie Wee’s (2013) timely exploration of the cross-
cultural adaptations and revisions of J-horror productions situates this entire field study within a
transnational context—a truly important analysis for understanding the horror niche within
popular culture in an era of globalization.Notwithstanding these valuable works, this volume
has several unique features that contribute to the larger body of literature on Japanese horror
films. In addition to being—at the time of the writing—the only encyclopedia on the English-
speaking market that takes up the specific content of the J-horror genre, there are also certain
features about the way this text is written that are exclusive to this volume. First, this text
adopts a rather basic definition of horror as merely content intended to disturb, repulse,
unnerve, or unsettle an audience. For example, although emphasizing horror as a general
theme, this encyclopedia also includes other genres that fit this definition, inclusive of
Japanese comedy horror, science fiction horror, hyper-violence, Japanese cyberpunk horror,
ero guru (erotic grotesque), tokusatsu horror (live-action special effects), and anime horror. In
this way, the scope of this work stretches beyond the conventional parameters of the horror film
genre, offering readers a broad, and hopefully novel, perspective on the intersection between
popular culture and the commercial production of horror.In addition to this broad definition and
the amount of flexibility to incorporate content outside of the typical J-horror genre that it allows
for, perhaps the most distinctive contribution of this text is the corpus of essays written by such
an international assemblage of authors. Spanning the globe, this international and multicultural
team engenders a variety of different interpretations, explanations, and points of views—all of
which should offer the reader some new insight into the horror genre in general and Japanese
horror cinema in particular. To this end, this compilation of essays provides a window, albeit
certainly limited, through which readers may view how Japanese horror films are received in
different parts of the world—a feature that may prove as interesting as it is significant to
understanding the transnational context of film today. For example, while some authors have
incorporated notes on political and social constraints that have limited the pervasiveness of the
films globally, others have picked up on controversial tropes associated with race, class, sex,
and gender that steer some of these films away from traditional horror to a subtext of the
socially horrific. Of course, as an encyclopedic endeavor, the contributors have made every
attempt to produce objective output, yet in important places and, more importantly, important
ways their critical thinking and interpretations are a valuable addition to this volume.In an effort
to integrate the different writing styles and nuances of interpretation into a much more
streamlined product, I have made several standardizations and revisions with this coherency in



mind. To be consistent with the English format of this text, I have indexed as much of the
content as possible with English-version titles, followed by—in the case of films—the Japanese
titles under which they were originally released. Additionally, Japanese names, which
traditionally begin with the surname followed by the given name (e.g., Kurosawa Akira), have
been reversed. Finally, although the contributors have worked diligently to provide as much
accurate information as possible within their essays, some content, in particular birthdates for
various individuals and release dates of a few films have been omitted—due to the
unavailability of such information.In the Encyclopedia of Japanese Horror Films, readers will
find an enormous breadth of detailed material. With such wide-ranging content delivered
through the insights of international authors, this collection is certain to draw attention to the J-
horror genre. It is with great hope and anticipation that readers come to appreciate the topic,
the encyclopedia, and the efforts of those that contributed to this important and timely work.• A
•ALL NIGHT LONG filmsAll Night Long (1992)Director: Katsuya MatsumuraScreenplay:
Katsuya MatsumuraSpecs: 90 minutes; colorAll Night Long: Atrocity (1995)Director: Katsuya
MatsumuraScreenplay: Katsuya MatsumuraSpecs: 76 minutes; colorAll Night Long: The Final
Chapter (1996)Director: Katsuya MatsumuraScreenplay: Katsuya MatsumuraSpecs: 76
minutes; colorAll Night Long (Ooru naito rongu) is a trilogy of “dove-styled” rape-revenge films
(viz. House at the Edge of the Park [1980] and I Spit on Your Grave [1978]). The trilogy profiles
teenage characters as they look to cure their boredom or despair via violent acts of bullying or
revenge. Each film ends with a protagonist committing large-scale vengeful murders.The first
All Night Long film revolves around three male teenagers: (1) Tetsuya Tanaka, a socially
awkward brainy student, (2) Shinji Saito, a student motivated by his unfulfilled dreams to
become a pilot, and (3) Kensuke Suzuki, an overly confident rich student. The film separately
traces the failing love lives of each student. However, the teenagers’ lives intersect when they
witness a random stabbing of a woman at a train crossing. Via the common traumatic
experience, the murder creates solidarity between these three peers—and they become
friends. After Saito’s girlfriend is gang-raped and beaten by a street gang, the group of friends
led by Tanaka, now armed and determined to reclaim a sense of agency, exacts revenge by
torturing and killing the gang.The first All Night Long film is often considered the mildest of the
three films. The second film, All Night Long: Atrocity, also concerns revenge; however, the cast
of characters differs from the first film. The characters’ motivations and attitudes are less
developed, and the violence is more graphic. Rather than exclusively depicting heterosexual
relationships and desires, All Night Long: Atrocity explores the desires—and the subsequent
violent choices—between homosexual and heterosexual groups of friends. All Night Long:
Atrocity is often considered the most disturbing and excessive in the trilogy, but also the most
complex.All Night Long: Atrocity follows Shinichi, a socially awkward teenage bookworm, as he
wrestles with his own isolation while craving female interaction. In the beginning of the film, it
becomes clear that Shinichi owes a large sum of money to a gang of violent homosexuals who
proceed to torture Shinichi for the money. While torturing Shinichi, the leader of the violent
gang ambivalently expresses apologetic and tender remarks to Shinichi, overtly desiring him in
a sexual manner. Once free from the gang’s clutches, Shinichi combats his alienation by
befriending two peers on the Internet. Their friendship develops and Shinichi is introduced to a
common female acquaintance named Sayaka, with whom he is immediately smitten. While the
new friends are at Shinichi’s residence, the violent gang shows up at the house demanding
their money from Shinichi. When the gang realizes that a female is at Shinichi’s house, they
invade the house and torture Shinichi’s friends as well as Sayaka. During these violent scenes,
the leader isolates Shinichi and sexually pursues him. Shinichi fights back against him and the



entire gang. With the aid of one of his new friends, Shinichi vengefully murders the homosexual
gang including the leader. In celebration of their survival, Shinichi’s friend has sex with Sayaka.
Frustrated by their sexual relationship (similar to the sexual frustration that was depicted by the
leader of the gang), Shinichi kills his friend and Sayaka with a samurai sword.The third All
Night Long film, All Night Long: The Final Chapter, focuses on nihilism and misanthropy more
explicitly than the other two films in the trilogy. Much like the first All Night Long film, the bleak
urban environment is foregrounded; however, whereas the first and second films reveal
occasional glimmers of optimism, this last film discloses no such optimism. The central theme
“people as disposable garbage” pervades numerous scenes, punctuating the film’s overall
despairing and futile tone.All Night Long: The Final Chapter accentuates teenage alienation
through the central character of the film: Kikuo Sawada. Sawada, a janitor and voyeur at a “love
hotel,” maintains an ardent curiosity toward the objectification, examination, and possession of
women. The overall plot spotlights Sawada’s obsession with his attractive neighbor, Hitomi
Nomura. As an introvert, Sawada does not talk to Nomura but rather comes to know her
through her trash. Sawada forages Nomura’s trash, collecting bags of disposed intimate
artifacts, including her half-eaten food, which he proceeds to eat as a means of communing
with her. With these items, he attempts to reconstruct Nomura via physical compositions of her
trash and realistic computer-graphic representations. He also captures a disabled woman,
whom he imprisons as a hostage. He experiments on this woman, presumably trying to
understand how Nomura “works.” Unlike protagonists from the previous volumes of the trilogy,
Sawada never finds companionship in others. In fact, he meets a “dusthunter” (or garbage
scavenger) who shares a common philosophy of trash-voyeurism; instead of building this
relationship, Sawada kills the dusthunter merely to gain ownership of more garbage artifacts.
As with the previous films, this one ends in blood-soaked revenge. At the end of the film,
Sawada’s colleagues from the love hotel abduct Nomura and Nomura’s lover—presumably
looking to rape them. Sawada arrives to the scene and kills everyone, including Nomura after
he realizes the futility of the “conquest.”In sum, each film follows initially powerless teenage
characters as they exact final revenge on teenage peers who initially possessed the power,
thus reversing the power relations. However, unlike rape-revenge narratives such as Last
House on the Left (1972) and I Spit on Your Grave (1978), men are the protagonists rather
than women. Woman empowerment is not a chief concern for director, Katsuya Matsumura;
instead, Matsumura seems more interested in character reclamation and assertion of
masculinity. The trilogy also heavily depicts themes of urban alienation and nihilism, in both
style and content. Based on these expressions and themes, the films cohesively work with
each other, despite being three separate stories involving different characters. Alongside the
Guinea Pig films, the All Night Long films are considered to be some of the most violent and
controversial Japanese films. According to Tom Mes’s review of All Night Long 2: Atrocity, it has
been rumored that Japan’s official censorship board, Eirin, “condemned” the second and third
All Night Long films.Although the original trilogy is his most celebrated All Night Long work,
Matsumura wrote and directed All Night Long 4 (Ooru naito rongu R) in 2002, All Night Long 5
(Ooru naito rongu: Inisharu O) in 2003, and All Night Long: Anyone Would Have Done (Ooru
naito rongu: Daredemo yokatta) in 2009. These supplementary films are less well known and
not widely distributed/translated. In the tradition of the series, the films also navigate love,
nihilism, and revenge.—Gavin F. HurleyAOYAMA, SHINJI (1964–)With strong interests in
music, novels, and cinema, Shinji Aoyama graduated from Rikkyo University in 1989, majoring
in American literature. While Aoyama cites the experience of watching Jean-Luc Godard’s
Pierrot le Fou (1965) and Two or Three Things I Know about Her (1967) in his high school



years as inspiring him to consider making films, it was at Rikkyo that he was influenced by
eminent film critic Shigehiko Hasumi, and began making his first films in 8 mm.Following
graduation, he worked as assistant director on Kiyoshi Kurosawa’s slasher The Guard from
Underground (1991), as well as with Go Riju, Swiss director Daniel Schmidt, and the Icelander
Fredrik Thor Fridriksson. Aoyama made his directorial debut with the V-cinema project It’s Not
in the Textbook! (1995), followed by his first theatrical film Helpless (1996).Aoyama entered the
cinematic landscape of post-bubble-economy Japan following the watershed events of 1995:
the massive Kobe Earthquake and several months later the Tokyo subway sarin gas attacks by
Aum Shinrikyo. An Obsession (1997), marks his first entry into horror-thriller territory, departing
from the premise of Akira Kurosawa’s Stray Dog (1949) to tell the story of a detective (Ryo
Ishibashi), whose gun is stolen in the midst of a cult leader’s assassination and then used for
murder. As his fixations grows, his relationship with his wife deteriorates.The director’s
filmography reflects the development of a unique cinematic articulation of the politics of
individuality, steeped in art and popular media. His work expands commercial entertainment’s
received boundaries of genre film and art film, and he wears his influences on his sleeve,
experimenting in different recognizable genres, whether that be Yakuza, documentary, mystery,
youth film, or horror.Often emphasizing individualistic striving instead of collective, socially
integrated struggle, Aoyama’s films could be mistaken for popular culture’s general trend
toward self-centered isolation in a time of social malaise and frustrated youth culture. However,
his work offers meaningful interrogations of communication, politicizing relationships between
self and other. As critics such as Aaron Gerow have pointed out, Aoyama’s formal innovations
in camerawork and editing are characterized by long-take, long-shot scenes that avoid shot-
reverse-shot psychologization (courtesy of regular cinematographer Masaki Tamura) and
preclude characters’ merging into the social and literal landscape while foregrounding their
tension with it.Filmmakers of the period typically dealt with death and history, however the loss
or trauma Aoyama’s characters suffer often mediates postwar historical amnesia. Narratives
often feature unlikely strangers coming together forming improvised domestic arrangements
and surrogate families against prescribed social mores and blood ties. While his most gory
horror entry is E.M.: Embalming (1999), in which a corpse leads embalmer Miyako (Reiko
Takashima) into a world of organ harvesting and cults, he is perhaps best known for the sepia-
toned, over-three-and-a-half-hour-long Eureka (2000), which was awarded the “FIPRESCI
Prize” and “Prize of the Ecumenical Jury” at the 2000 Cannes Film Festival. The film tells the
story of a bus hijacking with three survivors—middle-aged bus driver Makoto (Koji Yakusho),
and young brother Naoki (Masaru Miyazaki) and sister Kozue (Aoi Miyazaki)—who initiate a
road trip to overcome the trauma and sense of victimhood that links them. Eureka extended the
stories of characters from the earlier Helpless, later joined by Sad Vacation (2007) to form the
“Kitakyushu Saga” set in the area of Aoyama’s birth. Via Eureka, Aoyama’s films may be
regarded for their periods of near silence; however, they are just as notable for loud music and
always-inventive soundtracks (which Aoyama participates in scoring).Rather than nihilism, his
films foreground creation amid the limits of communication and the impenetrability of people’s
interiority in life and cinematic representation. Such as in Eli, Eli, Lema Sabachthani? (2005), a
lo-fi sci-fi tale of a near future in which a pair of noise musicians (Tadanobu Asano and Masaya
Nakahara) are found to produce frequencies capable of curing the “Lemming Syndrome” that is
causing a wave of suicides across the world. Throughout his career as a director, Aoyama has
continued writing about film in print and online, publishing a book of film theory and criticism
and collections of interviews with directors and writers and editing a book on Wim Wenders. In
addition, he has also written several novels, including the novelization of Eureka in 2001, which



was awarded the “Yukio Mishima Prize.” Aoyama has taught at the Film School of Tokyo, Tokyo
University, and Tama Art University, and he is married to Maho Toyota, star of his Desert Moon
(2001).—Joel Neville AndersonAPARTMENT 1303 (2007)Director: Ataru OikawaScreenplay:
Ataru Oikawa, Kei Oishi, Takamasa SatoSpecs: 94 minutes; colorBased on Kei Oishi’s (b.
1961) novel of the same name, Apartment 1303 tells the story of a determined young woman
who investigates the apparent suicide of her sister and the horrible secrets she finds.The film
opens with a woman unpacking boxes in an upscale, seaside condo. After a quick phone call
with her boyfriend on his way there, she hears a strange noise in the tatami room along with a
gust of wind. There is also a foul smell coming from a closet, which she opens, and screams in
terror at an unseen threat. As her boyfriend arrives, a little girl and her mother pass him. The
girl grabs his hand and shows him his girlfriend hanging from the balcony, then falling to her
death.A month after this apparent suicide, Sayaka, played by Aki Fukada (b. 1983), moves into
the same apartment. She is enjoying her newfound freedom with her friends, and she jokingly
tells them the building is famous for ghosts, especially one who asks for the thirteenth floor
looking for her eyes. The real reason she got the apartment for a good price is because it is
located far from town, or at least this is what the real estate agent told her.One of Sayaka’s
friends goes looking for her dog, and finds it in the tatami room. She smells something foul and
Sayaka goes to investigate the closet. When she comes out, she acts strangely and eats the
dog’s food. To her friends’ horror, she then puts on a motorcycle helmet, grabs her teddy bear,
and jumps off the balcony. A little girl takes the teddy bear from Sayaka’s dead grasp.At her
funeral, Sayaka’s sister Mariko, played by Noriko Nakagoshi (b. 1979), talks to Sayaka’s
boyfriend, who doesn’t believe her death was a suicide, and Mariko sees an apparition of a
bloodied Sayaka revealing that their mother pushed her. When Mariko returns home, she finds
her mother, played by Naoko �ÇFöæ• (b. 1950), grief stricken and resentful that Sayaka was the
one who died, since Mariko seems emotionless over her sister’s death. Mariko is hurt and
baffled over the suicide, as she remembers the day when Sayaka left for the new
apartment.She is tasked with packing up Sayaka’s apartment and is met by the little girl in the
elevator who tells her that the “big sister” next door gave the teddy bear to her. They exit the
elevator and the girl goes into the apartment next to Sayaka’s. As Mariko packs, she
remembers tender moments and memories of her sister from a photo album she finds. She
also steps on an earring that is not Sayaka’s, and when a gust of wind blows through the
balcony window, Sayaka’s phone rings. Mariko picks it up and finds texts telling of Sayaka’s
excitement over the apartment, asking her boyfriend to move in with her, and a photo of her
with the teddy bear. She goes next door to ask the girl once more about the teddy bear and her
“big sister next door” but is interrupted by the girl’s mother arriving home, who looks annoyed
that they were talking.Mariko sees her sister’s mute ghost again and is soon overcome with
grief over her loss. Looking at more pictures on Sayaka’s phone, she finds one with an
apparition in the background. She then hears a noise in the closet and when the lights flicker
and the room shakes she realizes it’s a minor earthquake and not the paranormal.On her way
out, Detective Sakurai, played by Arata Furuta (b. 1965), waits for her. He has a report listing
five suicides, including Sayaka’s, in the same apartment, as well as articles about a mother
and daughter who died there as well. He gives her a book about the murder/suicide and after
Mariko argues with her hysterical mother, who says hurtful things to her, goes off to read the
book. Apparently, a girl named Yukiyo, played by Eriko Hatsune (b. 1982) and her mother,
played by Shion Machida (b. 1971) moved into the apartment, where over the years her mother
drank, abused Yukiyo, and went mad. When she attacks Yukiyo over her newly pierced ears,
Yukiyo stabs her, and she dies in the tatami room closet where she decayed for months as



Yukiyo “cared” for her corpse. Haunted by her mother’s ghost, Yukiyo finally took her own life
after realizing she had no money and nowhere else to go, jumping off the balcony. Mariko sees
a picture of the teddy bear in the book, realizing Sayaka and the little girl had the same toy.
She has a terrifying dream within a dream after finishing the book, and is startled awake by
Sayaka’s presence.The apartment has been quickly rented out to some young men, and they
plan a party. When Mariko finds out there are new tenants, she is enraged and confronts the
deceitful real estate agent, who plays dumb. Once again, Sayaka appears, frightening Mariko.
At the party in 1303, the jealous entity strikes again. She is only interested in punishing
women, and grabs the girls by their hair, throwing them to their deaths. Mariko and the
detective drive past the condo after a heart-to-heart and see the aftermath. In a series of
scenes, we see Mariko go to the apartment, where she finds her mother, who has been
missing all day, in a trance; the mummified corpse of Yukiyo’s mother; and Yukiyo’s ghost, who
tricks Mariko when she asks her why she killed her sister, appearing as the little girl hanging
from the balcony rails.When Mariko tries to help her up, she is attacked by Yukiyo’s ghost;
Mariko tries to bargain with her, even offering to be her sister. Yukiyo vanishes and Mariko goes
to the balcony, where the ghost reappears and startles her, and she falls, hanging onto the
balcony railing. Yukiyo tells her that there is only one girl for her mother. The detective looks up
in time to see Mariko fall to her death.This 2007 mother-daughter vengeful ghost story is a
generic, albeit disjointed, J-horror film reminiscent of Ringu and Ju-on. Director Ataru Oikawa,
who also directed three films from the Tomie series, follows the onry�À and the long-haired spirit
trope with both the mother and daughter doing ghostly damage, as well as the grimly popular
topic of suicide in Japanese culture. There are a few suspenseful moments, and while the film
is more compelling in the second half, critics have charged that it is not Oikawa’s best.
Apartment 1303 had a North American remake called Apartment 1303 3D released in 2013
that was unanimously panned.—Carolyn MauricetteSee also Ju-on series; Oikawa, Ataru;
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May 2015. .ARAI, RY�Ä„T• (1901–1980)Born on 22 October 1901, Ry�Ö†V• Arai was, as an actor,
screenwriter, and Japanese director, a pioneer in the Japanese motion picture industry. From
the 1930s to 1950s, he directed some forty-seven films, by and large specializing on jidaigeki
(period drama) and kaidan eiga (tales of ghosts), both steeped in traditional folktales. The
former more often involved familiar tales of disenfranchised samurai warriors and revenge,
while the latter focused on the kaidan classics of the Edo and Meiji periods and, in particular,
bakemono (ghostly apparitions). Because films from the prewar period competed directly with
other popular entertainments, especially the lively antics found in Kabuki performances, his
works rely upon the stylization of elaborate sets and dramatic techniques, often incorporating
into the action accepted conventions from the stage. Among these, aerial acrobatics and
unexpected, exaggerated, and improbable images are central to much of his work.Notable
among his early films is Tsubana(ri) Ronin (1939), a typical jidai geki first released by Nikkatsu
Film Company on 30 December 1939, just in time for movie-going crowds eager to celebrate
the New Year. Based on a story by Tsunoda Kikuo (1906–1994) and developed as a
screenplay by Hisa Yoshitake (1904–1981), the film stars such prominent Kabuki-trained actors
as Band�Ð Tsumasabur�Ð (1901–1953) and Hara Kensaku (1905–2002)—as well as newcomers to



the stage, Japanese film actress and singer, Ichikawa Haruyo (1913–2004), for example. There
is an extraordinary amount of attention paid to the costuming of the major characters. Hardly
the typical rank-and-file military drama, the performance, recalling Kabuki, is highly dependent
upon great shows not of strength but of agility, while the plot depends upon a particular group
of ronin samurai, bent on avenging their master’s honor. In turn, the ronin were themselves
obliged to commit seppuku (traditional samurai suicide) for committing the crime of murder.The
major characters are tsubanari, extremely loyal samurai warriors known for their mastery of
iaijutsu, a combative quick-draw sword technique characterizing the Japanese kory�° martial art
disciplines. The slightest movement in the peripheral vision of these individuals leads them to
perceive a threat. Because their reflexes are so highly developed to the point of overkill, they
automatically strike at anything in their way. Swift and often unforeseeable, their involuntary
reflex actions often form the basis of exaggerated fight scenes where they kill and re-sheath
their sword before anyone realizes what has taken place. It is, then, less their action than the
resulting gore and bloodletting that catch and hold the attention of the audience. They devote
their full power to the strike as they strike, but it is in hindsight that anyone might take notice
that their swords were in some way damaged. The tsubanari appear aloof and distanced from
the action, often appearing not to see the carnage before them. This true story was
popularized in Japanese culture as emblematic of the loyalty, sacrifice, persistence, and honor
that people should preserve in their daily lives. The popularity of the film coincides with a
rapidly modernized Japan already involved in an escalating Fifteen Years War (1931–1945),
and in this sense it contributes to an ongoing discourse of the larger issues, national heritage
and identity. So very popular was the first film that its sequel, Zoku Tsubanari ronin (1940), was
released less than a month later.Following the end of the Second World War, Arai refocused
his attentions on the ghost tales, in particular on the well-known legends of ghosts having
taken the form of cats. Historically, there had been a long-held prohibition on the selling of cats,
and as a result feral cats could be found roaming the streets. Traditional folktales quickly
associated these with the bakeneko, or cat demon, known for their supernatural abilities to
walk on their hind legs and to fly, to speak, and in many instances to individuals, to shape-shift
and even to resurrect the dead. As expressions of the horror of the demonic, for example, their
powers also expressed an abiding awareness of the supernatural. The first of these works,
Ghost-Cat of Arima Palace (1953, Kaiby�Ð Arima goten), stars Japanese actress Irie Takako
(1911–1995). Later that year, Arai released Ghost of Saga Mansion (1953, Kaidan Saga
yashiki), further expanding the already-popular tales. Both works were successful, if largely
because they elicited negative emotional reactions from the audience by playing on their most
primal of fears, while simultaneously captivating and entertaining at the same time in a
cathartic experience. Cats remain a familiar feature in the Japanese horror film.The following
year, Arai would return to the jidai geki and familiar tales of disenfranchised warriors with the
release of Virtuous Men of Ak�Ð (1954, Ak�Ð gishi), based upon the popular tales of the forty-seven
samurai as they decide to take revenge of their master’s death. Noted actors from the genre
Kurokawa Yatar�Ð (1910–1984), Band�Ð K�×F�!M (1911–1981), Sanjo Miki (1928–2015), and Shind�Ð
Eitar�Ð (1899–1977) were cast as Ako Gishi, or retainers of the Ako-han Domain. Well-received
as a vehicle for revenge and battle certainly, in this instance there is a renewed focus on
scenes of blood and gore, as well as dismembered corpses all around, moving the jidai geki
even closer to an increasingly popular genre of horror films.Thereafter, Arai continued to direct
but with less and less financial success as audiences abandoned his outmoded depictions for
the spectacle, as well as the turmoil and uncertainty, of the 1960s. Some two decades later, he
passed—even as his works passed into increasing obscurity—on 22 October 1980.—James A.
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been some notable female filmmakers working within the modern Japanese horror scene over
the years: Shimako Sat�ÒÀ director of the quintessential teen horror films Wizard of Darkness
(1995) and Birth of the Wizard (1996); Kei Fujiwara, former associate of Shinya Tsukamoto
and director of challenging body-horror meditations Organ (1998) and ID (2005); and Kayoko
Asakura, director of postmodern slasher flick It’s A Beautiful Day (2013). One of the most
successful is Mari Asato, director of the recent genre hit Bilocation (2012) and the live-action
adaptation of the Fatal Frame (aka Project Zero), survival horror game franchise. One of
several young would-be filmmakers recruited as crew members (in her case, as photographer)
on Kiyoshi Kurosawa’s Barren Illusion (1999), Asato also served as Hiroshi Takahashi’s
assistant director on Sodom the Killer (Sodomu no Ichi, 2004).Okinawa-born Asato made her
debut in 2004 with Samurai Chicks (Dokuritsu sh�Ö¦ð gurentai), a politically charged martial arts
movie that takes place against the backdrop of “The Kingdom’s” struggle for independence
from its powerful neighbor. Undercut somewhat by its English title, it’s a well shot and
occasionally inventive movie hampered by budgetary constraints and a weak cast. Asato’s
second release of 2004 was Boy from Hell (Jigoku Koz�Ò’À the first installment in a series of low-
budget features based on the works of horror manga icon Hideshi Hino, Hideshi Hino’s Theater
of Horror. One of the best episodes of the series, Boy from Hell manages to capture the weird,
psychedelic feel of the source material, as well as Hino’s grotesque sense of humor.Since then
Asato has become a prominent part of the horror scene, contributing to a number of
established franchises. She was one of two directors (the other being Ry�·F� Miyake) selected to
helm the first of a pair of new Ju-on films to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the series,
Ju-on: Black Ghost (Ju-on: Kuroi Sh�Ö¦ò• and Ju-on: White Ghost (Ju-on: Shiroi R�Ö¦ò’À both
released in 2009. Scripted by each director, the films develop a new mythos but maintain a
connection to their predecessors by using the Gary Ashiya score of the original V-Cinema
installments. Asato also directed Twilight Syndrome: Dead Go Round (2008), a blackly
humorous adaptation of the Nintendo DS game franchise; coincidentally, the second movie in
the series would be handled by Takeshi Furusawa, director of Another (2012) and an assistant
director on Barren Illusion.In 2011 Asato’s career entered its most active (and successful)
phase. As well as helming three sequels to Issei Shibata’s surprise sci-fi/horror hit The Chasing
World (Real onigokko, 2008) and Cellular Girlfriend (Keitai kanojo, 2011), a V-Cinema sequel
to Shinju Funabiki’s Cellular Boyfriend (Keitai kareshi, 2009), Asato also directed Ring of Curse
(Gomen Nasai, 2011), a multimedia project featuring idoru (idol) group Buono! playing the
primary roles. Although nominally another “cursed item” knock-off (this time a notebook), it
develops beyond that as class pariah Kurohane finds new ways to punish her victimizing
classmates and her callous family. A sizeable hit in Asian markets, Ring of Curse is
considerably better than the majority of idoru projects, mainly because Asato manages to get
surprisingly decent performances from the three Buono! members.With Ring of Curse raising
Asato’s profile and bringing her films to new audiences, the director moved on to her most
ambitious project so far, an adaptation of Haruka H�Ö¡M’s best-selling novel, Bilocation. With Asami
Mizukawa (Dark Water, The Locker) taking the lead role, Bilocation (2013) is the story of artist
Shinobu who discovers that her life is being sabotaged by her “bilocation,” a doppelgänger



determined to replace her. With the help of a group of people in the same situation, Shinobu
struggles to understand what is happening and keep hold of the best parts of her life—her
husband and her career—before her bilocation steals them permanently. Although
doppelgängers are not uncommon in horror, Bilocation avoids recycling the clichés and
provides a series of well-thought-out plot developments to keep the viewer’s interest right up to
the unusual but entirely appropriate ending. Hailed as one of the best Japanese horror films of
recent years, Bilocation picked up a number of favorable reviews at film festivals.Thanks to the
success of Bilocation, Asato was hired to direct a live-action adaptation of the lucrative Fatal
Frame survival horror franchise, also known as Project Zero. The games are an intensely
atmospheric experience, one that transfers well to the predominant style of contemporary
Japanese horror. Adapting a novelization written by Eiji �ÇG7V¶�À creator of the Multiple
Personality Detective Psycho series, Asato’s film has performed well on its domestic release
and is expected to be a substantial hit in foreign markets.—Jim HarperATTACK GIRLS’
SWIMTEAM VS. THE UNDEAD (2007)Director: Koji KawanoScreenplay: Satoshi
OwadaSpecs: 78 minutes; colorAttack Girls’ Swimteam vs. the Undead, alternately titled
Undead Pool and known as Joshiky�ÖV• hanrangun in Japanese, is a 2007 erotic-horror film that
incorporates strong grindhouse thematic elements. The film is directed by Koji Kawano (b.
1972). The storyline revolves around the hapless students and faculty of a high school that is
unwittingly infected with a virus that transforms nearly everyone into rapacious zombies. This
flesh-driven film follows the few immune survivors through a festival of carnage.The film opens
with the solitary scene of a young lady swimming laps in a pool. She is troubled throughout
with a sequence of premonitory hallucinations of being followed and grasped by someone.The
film then cuts to the swim team discussing an upcoming meet. The coach is a hard-boiled
masochist that brooks no excuses and abuses his athletes. Meanwhile, the school is suffering
from an unknown virus. Amid this, “Aki,” played by Sasa Handa (b. 1985), a new transfer, is just
arriving to the all-girl school and gaining her bearings.Aki wanders the school and decides to
visit the swimming pool. As Aki gazes into the pool, “Sayaka,” played by Yuria Hidaka (b. 1983),
arrives and decides to playfully push this new transfer into the water. Aki and Sayaka proceed
to shower together and discover that they have matching birthmarks on their breasts.The swim
coach hears water running and enters the shower to find it empty. As he angrily grumbles
about showering protocol, he is stabbed to death by an unseen assailant. This first scene of
graphic violence sets the tone for the remainder of the film.Despite exhortations that students
and faculty report to the nurse’s station for mandatory vaccinations, Aki and Sayaka decide to
retreat to the roof. Sayaka asks Aki to join the swim team and Aki ignores the request. In
another intimate moment, Aki notes a mole identical to her own on Sayaka’s neck and pauses
perplexedly.The swim team discovers the body of their coach. They abandon the body and
meet in the locker room to discuss how to proceed. At this moment the coach appears in the
locker room unscathed and assures his team that he is perfectly healthy and that he will report
the assault to the authorities after the swim meet. The coach is uncharacteristically upbeat and
smiles maniacally.The film quickly erupts into gratuitous violence as the students and faculty
succumb to the virus. Decapitations, dismemberments, and sexually driven violence ensue
throughout the campus. Soon everyone, except the swim team, is dead or infected and
festooned with gore.Amid the mayhem, Aki discovers that it was the inoculations that caused
the virus. She also concludes that some property about swimming in the pool has made the
swim team immune.The swim team decides to convene in the locker room when they are
waylaid on their path by an infected teacher. Aki nearly dies saving Sayaka. When she
awakens, Sayaka is serving Aki food and reassures her that everything will be fine. Aki blames



the entire incident on herself and commences to confide in Sayaka that she is a trained
assassin and a genetically modified human created by a virologist, geneticist, and assassin
known to her only as “Doctor.” Aki explains that after her training she decided to abscond to a
high school in search of a normal life. She fears that she is the harbinger of the current bedlam
caused by Doctor and his search for her. Emotionally driven by the conversation, the two
engage in a passionate sexual encounter. Immediately after the sexual interlude, they discuss
the possibility that because they are both orphans that they could be twins based upon their
matching birthmarks. This fact is almost immediately dismissed except that Sayaka now wants
to privately refer to Aki as “Big Sister.”Aki and Sayaka rejoin the swim team to fight the zombie
scourge. They begin to douse the infected with pool water and discover that the chlorine is a
cure for the student body. The faculty, however, was treated with a different virus and is
unaffected by the chlorine.A flashback is then inserted of Aki masturbating to Doctor playing
the flute. The flute seems to have some mysterious power over her; she is incapacitated by it,
which allows him to have intercourse with her. This scene seemingly motivates Aki to try to
solve the zombie problem unassisted.Upon Aki’s departure, Sayaka rallies the swim team to
help Aki. Dressed in their swimsuits, they launch a full offensive against the zombies. The swim
coach reappears, seemingly uninfected and inexplicably joins his swim team against the
zombies only to turn on them shortly thereafter. The entire team is summarily dispatched
leaving only Sayaka and the coach. With only Sayaka left unharmed, the coach removes an
elaborate mask to reveal that he is “Doctor.”Aki is found by Doctor and he attempts to render
her into a helpless state of sexual arousal with his flute. Aki manages to resist him with
earplugs. In a state of rage he injects himself with both zombie virus strains and mounts an
attack. Aki manages to overcome and kill him, and then runs off to find Sayaka.Sayaka is tied
up outside of the school. Aki unties and resuscitates Sayaka only to discover that Sayaka was
part of an elaborate ruse. As it turns out, Sayaka was another student of Doctor. Sayaka was
tasked by Doctor to lay in wait at a nearby high school in anticipation of Aki’s eventual
defection.Sayaka has managed to dose Aki with a paralyzing agent during the resuscitation.
Moments before Sayaka can plunge a knife into Aki, Doctor reemerges and shoots Sayaka.
Doctor explains to Aki that she has killed his twin brother. To his delight, he reveals to Aki that
there have always been two persons acting as Doctor unbeknownst to her.This identical, yet
physically less imposing, twin takes advantage of Aki’s paralysis and begins to sexually assault
her. Aki manages to regain some of her movement and turns the tables by seducing him. While
the twin is enraptured by her tantalizing behavior, she shoots a laser beam from a device
inserted in her vagina. This other Doctor explodes into a bloody mass of body parts.Naked and
blood soaked, Aki walks to the pool and strikes Sayaka’s name from the swim team’s list in
blood; after which, she decides to take a dip. An incoming call, recorded on the school’s
answering machine, informs the swim team that they have been disqualified from the swim
meet. Aki then drowns in the pool due to a side-effect of the paralyzer.The film received mixed
to mostly negative reviews. Its nearly pornographic nature has a limited appeal. Moreover, the
fragmented plot disrupts the narrative. For die-hard erotic-horror fans, this film might have an
appeal; otherwise, it represents a footnote in an overwrought genre.—Evan
MarmolBibliographyKawano, Koji, dir. Attack Girls’ Swimteam vs. the Undead. Switchblade
Pictures, 2007. Film.AUDITION (1999)Director: Takashi MiikeScreenplay: Daisuke
TenganSpecs: 115 minutes; colorAudition is a 1999 psychological horror film directed by
Takashi Miike and adapted from a novel by Ry�° Murakami. It is arguably Miike’s most famous
work among Western audiences and can be credited for launching his international cult
following and ongoing reputation as a vulgar auteur. Despite its controversial content, the film



received positive critical reviews and is regarded highly among other horror directors as well as
genre aficionados.The film’s protagonist is “Aoyama,” played by Ry�Ð Ishibashi, a middle-aged
widower and successful video producer who, at the urging of his teenage son, played by Tetsu
Sawaki, decides it is time to remarry. When Aoyama confesses he is unsure of how to find the
ideal bride, a colleague devises a scheme to host a fake casting call for the female lead in a
romance film, during which Aoyama can meet and interview the candidates during their
auditions. Aoyama is ambivalent at first, but agrees to participate. Sifting through the
candidates’ profiles, he finds himself intrigued by “Asami Yamazaki,” played by Eihi Shiina, a
young woman whose application essay recounts her struggles with depression after a hip
injury shattered her dreams of becoming a professional dancer. At her “audition,” Asami proves
to be beautiful and demure, and Aoyama is instantly smitten. They begin a courtship, and
Asami expresses her excitement at having someone take an interest in her.During a weekend
getaway, Asami disappears after a night of lovemaking. A frantic Aoyama searches for her, but
his investigation grows increasingly disturbing as he learns that Asami’s professional
acquaintances have long since been murdered or have gone missing. Aoyama returns home to
process his findings when he begins to lose focus; his liquor has been drugged. Falling
unconscious, he hallucinates details from Asami’s past: we learn that, as a child, Asami was
sexually molested by her ballet instructor and has since been enacting violent revenge on the
men who have wronged or lied to her. She is also holding one of her mutilated victims captive
in her apartment, having sewn him into a large sack and treating him like a feral pet.As
Aoyama lies paralyzed on his living room floor, Asami arrives and explains that she knows the
audition was a ploy to lure and manipulate women for sex; at this point, it is unclear if she
understands that Aoyama was searching for a romantic partner. She tortures him, stabbing him
in the stomach and eyes with needles and then severing one of his feet with piano wire.
Eventually, she is interrupted by the arrival of Aoyama’s son, and after a struggle, he manages
to knock her down a flight of stairs. As Asami lies dying from a broken neck, she looks across
the floor at the incapacitated Aoyama and repeats her earlier statement of joy at having found
someone to care for her. The film’s final image is a flashback to Asami as a child, lacing up her
ballet slippers.Audition is concerned thematically with gender politics and issues of trust and
power between men and women, exemplified most by Aoyama’s moral ambiguities—he is
presented as a lonely, sympathetic character, and by all measures a thoughtful and caring
father, who nevertheless participates in orchestrating the fraudulent audition. The film’s
hallucinatory sequences also reveal his subliminal evaluations of women based on sexual
criteria, as he is haunted by fantasies of the various women in his life, including a colleague,
his housekeeper, and even one of his son’s classmates. Some interpret the film as a tale of
female revenge against male chauvinism, particularly in professional settings, and that Asami’s
acts of torture are symbolic of castration.The film is noteworthy for its abrupt tonal shift midway
through the narrative; the first act plays like a sentimental romance, and it is not until
approximately forty minutes into the film that we learn Asami is not all she claims to be. There
are also extended sequences in which it is uncertain whether Aoyama’s experiences are real
or hallucinated, rendering many of the plot’s details unreliable; this includes a momentary
possibility that all of the horrors of the final act have been just a dream. These surreal
characteristics, combined with disturbing content and grisly images, have spurred comparisons
to the works of David Cronenberg or David Lynch, which have continued to frame analyses of
Miike’s auteurism.Upon its release, Audition gained immediate notoriety for its climactic torture
sequence, which reportedly caused audience members to flee from theaters during festival
screenings. Audition is also one of the seminal films of the so-called “Asia Extreme” brand,



popularized by the DVD company Tartan, which distributes contemporary East Asian genre
films in the West.—Mike DillonSee also Miike, Takashi• B •BAKENEKOA bakeneko or “ghost
cat” is a type of Japanese y�Ö¶�’À a monster from traditional folklore. According to legend, a cat
that laps the blood of a murder victim has the power to take on the person’s urami or hatred,
giving the animal the ability to seek revenge against those responsible for the crime. Ghost
stories and woodblock prints from the Edo Period (1600–1868) occasionally depict them as
cats grown to enormous size, although the portrayal of bakeneko by actors in the Kabuki
theater popularized the notion of the creature taking on the form of the (usually female) murder
victim. Bakeneko tales were the single most popular subject of Japanese horror films from the
dawn of cinema through the 1960s, with more than sixty such pictures released by 1970.The
half-feminine, half-feline werecat version of the bakeneko quickly found its way from the Kabuki
stage to Japanese cinema screens in the early years of the twentieth century. No fewer than
twenty-nine bakeneko pictures were made during the silent era. Although none of these films
survive, written evidence suggests they were likely rather straightforward adaptations of their
theatrical counterparts, with the important addition of trick photography to portray the ghost
cat’s supernatural powers. As was the industry norm at the time, male actors who specialized
in female impersonation portrayed the female humanoid bakeneko onscreen. Japan’s first
movie star, Onoe Matsunosuke played a bakeneko at least once.By the end of the 1920s
actresses had replaced the female impersonators on film, and the main site of spectacle in
bakeneko pictures and other horror films of the day shifted from trick photography special
effects to the body of the actress, who typically underwent a beauty-to-beast transformation
from suffering heroine to vicious bakeneko or hideous ghost halfway through the picture. The
most popular of this new breed of monster movie actresses was Sumiko Suzuki (1904–1985),
a onetime vamp whose career found a second wind in the 1930s via her many appearances in
Shink�Ð Studio’s kaidan ghost story adaptations and bakeneko movies. Dubbed “the bakeneko
actress,” Suzuki’s large, coquettish eyes, intense gaze, and onscreen physicality combined
alluring femininity and fearsome monstrosity in a manner that bewitched prewar audiences.
Although only one of Suzuki’s prewar bakeneko performances—the 1937, The Cat of Arima
(Arima neko)—survives, her striking portrayal of the titular monster makes it easy to see why
she was the most popular Japanese horror movie star of her time. Following Suzuki’s
retirement from film in 1941 and the subsequent years of war and occupation that saw horror
films suppressed by government policy, the bakeneko returned to Japanese movie screens in
the early 1950s in the persona of the second great “bakeneko actress,” Takako Irie (1911–
1995). Appearing in a series of remakes of the prewar Sumiko Suzuki bakeneko pictures
produced by Shink�Ù s successor studio, Daiei, Irie’s on-screen transformations from beautiful
maiden to savage monster were even more extreme than Suzuki’s, featuring more elaborate
and grotesque makeup. The films themselves, however, were generally panned by critics, who
found their dated, Kabuki-derived antics less than frightening for postwar audiences.One such
antic was the neko jarashi or “cat toying” scene, a hallmark of the Suzuki and Irie bakeneko
films in which the ghost cat possesses the body of one or more of its victims, forcing them to
perform a series of acrobatics before sinking its teeth into their throats. A direct holdover from
Kabuki bakeneko plays, the neko jarashi typically begins with a servant discovering her
mistress is actually a bakeneko by witnessing her lap the oil from a lantern, the silhouette of a
cat’s head cast by the flickering light. The extended acrobatics that follow interrupt the narrative
flow for a sequence of marked-off spectacle, with professional acrobats and contortionists
doubling for the monster’s possessed victims and traditional shamisen musical accompaniment
that broke sharply from the films’ otherwise Western orchestral scores. Daiei’s neko jarashi



increased in complexity with each subsequent entry in the series, but despite the venerable
tradition behind them, they were more whimsical than bone-chilling.Two of the most successful
postwar bakeneko films were Nobuo Nakagawa’s Mansion of the Ghost Cat (B�×&V• kaiby�Ð yahsiki,
1958) and Yoshihiro Ishikawa’s The Ghost Cat of Otama Pond (Kaiby�Ð Otama ga ike, 1960).
Made at the struggling Shint�Ö•M studio, which was Daiei’s main rival in horror film production
during the 1950s, both films lacked a star actress in the bakeneko role but compensated with
the technical innovations of widescreen and color, along with an emphasis on moody,
atmospheric suspense over elaborate makeup and Kabuki theatrics. The Shint�Ö•M bakeneko
films also mark an important shift in the development of the Japanese horror film, featuring
contemporarily set prologues and epilogues that pluck the monster out of the fairy tale Edo
past to haunt present-day Japan. The invasion of traditional ghosts and monsters into the
mundane, modern world would become one of the defining motifs of the J-horror movement
decades later, and Nakagawa’s and Ishikawa’s films prefigure this turn from classic kaiki
(“strange” or “bizarre”) films to contemporary hor�� (“horror”) pictures.The production of horror
films declined sharply in Japan after 1970, and apart from the 1975 porno The Ghost Cat in
the Turkish Bath (Kaiby�Ð Toruko furo) the once-omnipresent bakeneko subgenre of Japanese
horror vanished from the silver screen. Nonetheless, bakeneko traditions continue to inform
contemporary J-horror. Toshio, the little boy ghost at the center of the Ju-on franchise, howls
and wails with the voice of a deranged feline to incredibly horrific effect, and the series hints
that he is actually a bakeneko, with shots of the murdered boy’s pet cat lapping the blood of its
young owner. If the critics once deemed the Kabuki acrobatics of Sumiko Suzuki and Takako
Irie laughable instead of frightening, in Toshio’s terrifying form the bakeneko may have the last
laugh.—Michael CrandolSee also The Ghost Cat of Arima Palace; The Ghost Story of Saga
Mansion; Irie, Takako; Ju-on series; Kuroneko; Suzuki, SumikoBATTLE ROYALE
(2000)Director: Kinji FukasakuScreenplay: Kenta FukasakuSpecs: 114 minutes; colorBattle
Royale is a 2000 gore-horror thriller film directed by Kinji Fukasaku (1930–2003). The film,
based on the dystopian horror novel by the same title written by Koushun Takami and
published in 1999, tells the story of a group of high school students who are forced by the
government to kill all other classmates in three days, in a bizarre competition to become the
only survivor.The plot of the film revolves around a group of high school students of the same
class, randomly chosen by the government to participate in a cruel game of survival. During a
school trip they are induced by gas to sleep on the bus. They awake in an old school, which is
located on an uninhabited island and realize that all of them have been fitted with an electronic
collar that transmits information of the geographic position and the physical condition of the
students. The collar is designed to automatically detonate the explosive it contains if the
students try to take it off.After they awake, “Kitano,” played by Takeshi Kitano, a former teacher
of these students, explains the situation to them: the “Battle Royale Law” establishes that every
year one classroom of a high school has to participate in a game, which has been approved as
a measure to reduce the increasing unemployment and combat teenagers’ rebellions. The
rules of the game establish that in three days students must fight between them until only one
of them survives. To promote the fight and avoid students from hiding themselves, every six
hours several danger zones are declared, so if a student remains in one of these zones, the
collar will explode. Moreover, when the period of three days is over, if there is more than one
survivor, all collars will explode. The students also find out that two students who participated
and won the previous editions of the game will join the fight. When the game finally starts, all
students receive a backpack with some food, water, a map, a compass and, in some cases, a
defensive or offensive weapon.After the game starts, the film shows how students respond to



the situation in several different ways: a few of them who cannot bear the idea of killing or
being massacred prefer to commit suicide; while some willingly participate by trying to take
revenge for previous offenses they endured during their high school experiences. Others try to
discuss the situation with fellow classmates and convince them not to participate in the killings;
however, misunderstandings and lack of trust lead to murder after murder. Other groups try to
survive without killing or attack the headquarters where Kitano and the army control the
game.The film caused controversies in Japan and other countries for its high level of cruelty
and graphic fight scenes. However, it was shown in more than twenty countries and is
considered one of the best movies directed by Kinji Fukasaku.—Alex PinarBIG MAN JAPAN
(2007)Director: Hitoshi MatsumotoScreenplay: Hitoshi Matsumoto, Mitsuyoshi TakasuSpecs:
113 minutes; colorBig Man Japan, known in Japanese as Dai Nihonjin, is a 2007
mockumentary written, directed, and starred in by the comedian Hitoshi Matsumoto. The story
is about a man named “Masaru Daisat�ÙIp of rather average character, divorced, and living a life
of relative poverty in his filthy Tokyo apartment. Inheriting an ability to transform himself into a
giant man with the help of high voltage electricity, Daisat�Ð commits to a mission of protecting
Japan against monster attacks. The film premiered at Cannes Film Festival and got a favorable
reception by critics and audience. After Cannes Film Festival the film was shown in several
international film festivals in Europe, East Asia, and the United States with huge
success.Hitoshi Matsumoto is a comedian known as Macchan, born in Amagasaki, Hy�Övð
prefecture. Matsumoto grew up in a poor family, a fact that, as he always remarks in television
shows, helped him to become a comedian. When he was a teenager aiming to become a TV
comedian he wrote a poem transformed in 2004 into a song, explaining how growing up in
poverty influenced his decision to find alternative ways of entertainment and intensified his
sense of humor. After graduating from a technical high school in 1982 he enrolled at the
Yoshimoto K�Öw‘M, a major Japanese entertainment company based in Osaka. The same year,
alongside his friend Masatoshi Hamada they formed the celebrated comedy duo called
Dauntaun (“Downtown” in English), arguably one of the most famous comic duos in Japan
today. After this first successful initiation in the film business he directed three more films,
Shinboru (2009), a peculiar fantasy story about a man who wakes up in a white room with no
doors or windows; Saya Samurai (2010), the comic adventures of a renegade samurai; and R–
100 (2013), the story of an ordinary man in an S&M club in Tokyo. The filmic style of
Matsumoto’s works is a heterogenic mixture of eccentric humor, oneiric environment, and
science fiction.The popularity gained in TV programs from as early on as the mid–1980s
encouraged Matsumoto to write, direct, and perform in Big Man Japan, a film that combines
the classic kaij�° genre with the eccentric sense of humor of Matsumoto’s style and a touch of
contemporary drama. Conventional monster movies usually work around science fiction and
horror genres, but Matsumoto’s documentary perspective is an innovative element that
amplifies a dramatic component. Matsumoto depicts the life of an ordinary man fighting against
monsters, inclusive of aliens from outer space and marketing agents that have leased his body
in a commercial enterprise to broadcast advertisements—a subtle metaphor of the excesses of
capitalism. Additionally, the film forges a parallel story about Daisat�Ù s attempts to reinstate a
relationship with his daughter, as well as a struggle against his own lack of self-esteem.The
entire movie is recorded by an unnamed documentarian that peers into Daisat�Ù s seemingly
ordinary life vis-à-vis his all but ordinary battles against bizarre monsters. The style of the film
is then a mockumentary about Daisat�Ó° with the director following and interviewing him, as well
as others he interacts with. This unique display of peering into the adventures of a quasi-
superhero with a rather ordinary life suggests the delivery of a certain amount of social



commentary on the part of Matsumoto—most of which is associated with alienation,
estrangement, and a need to feel significant in an era steeped in the loss of individual
autonomy. The elements of horror arrive prepackaged with humor and creativity that arguably
add something altogether new to the J-horror genre.—Nieves Moreno Redondo and Fernando
Ortiz-MoyaTHE BIG OThe Big O is a twenty-six-episode giant robot anime series that
incorporates elements of the film noir, detective, and science fiction genres. Produced by
Sunrise, created by Keiichi Sato (b. 1965), and directed by Kazuyoshi Katayama (b. 1959), The
Big O draws heavily upon classic American and Japanese films and television programs to
spin a tale of giant robot battles, mass amnesia, and dangerous secrets set in a retro near
future. Although not an initial success in Japan upon its premiere in 1999, international airings
were well received and led to the commissioning of a second season in conjunction with
Cartoon Network and Bandai.The main character in The Big O is Roger Smith, a millionaire
negotiator in Paradigm City and pilot of the titular Big O, a giant robot referred to as a
“megadeus.” Forty years prior to the beginning of the series, an unspecified catastrophe known
as the “Event” took place that destroyed the world outside of “Paradigm City” and erased the
memories of the surviving inhabitants. The disaster, which is later shown to be partly the result
of an attack by an army of giant robots, gave Paradigm the nickname of the “City of Amnesia.”
As a negotiator, Smith takes on various jobs for the citizens of the city, many of which involve
secrets of the past or the recovery of lost memories, which includes forgotten artifacts and
technology as well as actual recollections of the time before the Event. He is assisted in his
task by the usually dour and emotionless android R. Dorothy Waynewright, his butler Norman
Burg, and military police chief Dan Dastun. A sometime-ally, sometime-adversary arrives in the
third episode in the form of the mysterious Angel, who often crosses paths with Smith, much to
the annoyance of R. Dorothy. As Smith plies his trade as a negotiator, he is often forced into
the role of a detective and is drawn into conflict with sinister elements both within and without
Paradigm City, which tend to end in a confrontation against another megadeus.The series
shifts tone in the second half, moving away from episodes chronicling Roger Smith’s work as a
negotiator to a connected story arc in which Roger works to uncover the secrets of Paradigm
City, the Event, and of his own existence. A group of survivors from outside the city, named the
Union, emerge as a threat, and Roger enters into direct conflict with Alex Rosewater, the
shadowy ruler of Paradigm City. In the confusing series finale, Paradigm City is revealed to be
a virtual reality construct either created or controlled by Angel. After Roger’s final showdown
with Alex Rosewater, Angel transforms into a megadeus, erasing existence as she moves
through the city. As a manifestation of Angel views the Big O facing down her megadeus alter
ego while listening to Roger’s entreaties for her to forget the past and live in the present on
monitors in a television studio control room, she is interrupted by another Roger and Dorothy.
Reality within Paradigm City vanishes in a flash of light as the Angel megadeus and Big O
collide. In the final moments of the series, Roger, Angel, and Dorothy reprise an altered initial
scene from the first episode as the story loops back upon itself. The meaning of the ambiguous
ending and the truth behind the mystery of Paradigm City has since been subject to multiple
interpretations by fans.The visual style of The Big O is similar to the American production
Batman: The Animated Series, which Sunrise helped to animate. The series pays homage to a
wide variety of influences, as Smith and his entourage bear marked similarities to Bruce
Wayne, recurring villain Beck resembles Lupin III, and the giant robot battles are inspired by
action sequences in tokusatsu (special-effects) films. Although set in a future complete with
androids and giant robots, most of the technology, fashions, and architecture call to mind
1930s and 1940s America and classic film noir settings. The muddling of reality and the virtual



that characterizes the end of the series is a hallmark of screenwriter Chiaki J. Konaka’s (b.
1961) earlier series, Serial Experiments Lain. The anime also benefits from solid voice acting
in both languages by industry professionals. The Big O enjoyed critical success, and Japan
saw the publication of a short-lived manga. Although originally envisioned as a potential
franchise, the series ultimately ended with the second season.—Daniel FandinoBIG TITS
ZOMBIE (2010)Director: Takao NakanoScreenplay: Takao NakanoSpecs: 73 minutes; colorBig
Tits Zombie (Kyony�° doragon: Onsen zonbi vs. sutorippaa 5) is a 2010 satirical horror film
written and directed by Takao Nakano, based on the Kyony�° Dragon manga by Rei Mikamoto.
Sora Aoi, Risa Kasumi, and Mari Sakurai star as performers in a gentleman’s club who stumble
upon a cursed tome that raises an army of the undead.This film is ostensibly a satire, but to
any casual viewer, Big Tits Zombie seems much more like a film that glorifies Japanese pop
culture’s idiosyncrasies instead of lampooning them. Writer-director Takao Nakano is known
primarily as a producer and performer in pinku eiga. This film, like many of its kind, stars an
adult video actress, lending to the film necessary degrees of eroticism and legitimacy. Big Tits
Zombie represents an important milestone for star Sora Aoi, who, since the film’s release, has
gone on to star almost exclusively in mainstream roles in Japan, South Korea, and
Indonesia.Fans of the manga have noted a number of substantial differences between the film
and its source material. The screen versions of Ginko/Rock and Maria differ greatly from their
manga counterparts and the girls are revealed as the cause of the zombie outbreak, whereas
in the manga, no explanation is offered. The zombies in manga and film alike are notable for
retaining their memories and intellect, unlike most zombies featured in the genre.The film’s
deliberately poor staging is likely intended as a jab at the pink films where Nakano made his
name. Ramshackle sets, amateurish costuming, and papier-mâché monsters are punctuated
with heavy splashes of computer-generated gore—the film revels in the absurd, a
characteristic of many of Nakano’s films. Scenes filmed in 3-D add to the B-movie
atmosphere.A group of zombies ambushes an exhausted Ginko, played by Risa Kasumi, in an
abandoned restroom. Lena, played by Sora Aoi, wielding a chainsaw, arrives to save her. They
fight their way through the zombies as Lena recounts how they got there.A week earlier, Lena
returns from a long trip abroad with no money. After breaking into a homeless man’s shelter
and sleeping with him, Lena accepts an offer from an old acquaintance to come dance at his
gentleman’s club. When she arrives, the club’s bouncer, Yudai, played by Ini Kusano, picks her
up and tells her the story of the derelict spa next to the club.Lena settles in with the other
strippers: Maria, played by Mari Sakurai, a well-read Goth complete with self-harm scars;
Nene, played by Tamayo, an older performer with maternal instincts; Darna, played by Io
Aikawa, who doesn’t speak Japanese and just needs enough money to get home; and Ginko, a
hardened woman with a shadowy past.The girls make a regular habit of flirting with Yudai. One
day they are able to force him to admit that the club will soon be closed, even though none of
them have been paid. After confronting the owner, they’re offered a temporary gig with a local
massage parlor. When the girls arrive at the parlor, they realize that they have been hired as
sex workers rather than masseuses. A group of wealthy men arrives and the girls perform their
act for them. The leader of the group proposes that Ginko and Lena wrestle for their
entertainment, with the loser forced to serve at a nude sushi bar. Lena manages to knock
Ginko off balance and wins the match. The leader then propositions Lena; she declines but
sleeps with him anyway after becoming extremely drunk.The next day, Ginko berates Lena
about her habit of sleeping around. The ensuing melee reveals a secret door to the basement,
where the girls discover all kinds of intriguing artifacts, among them a “Book of the Dead”—
from which Maria reads several of the incantations. Darna hides a box of yen in the basement.



When she returns for it, she is ambushed and devoured by zombies.Meanwhile, Nene and
Ginko realize something has happened when their dinner reanimates. The town of Ikagawa
and then the whole of Japan become infected as the girls try to escape. Maria betrays the
others and returns to the secret room to reclaim the Book of the Dead. She recovers the book
and discovers a way to control the zombies.The others fight their way to the spa that they
learned of the day prior. A mutated Darna tries to rape and kill Lena, but Lena manages to
decapitate her. Ginko finds the zombified man who killed her sister and impales him with an
umbrella, but she succumbs to her wounds after she and Lena fight their way to Maria. While
Lena and Marie fight, an ogre emerges from the “Spirit Well” and pledges to return the dead to
their rightful place. He drags Maria down into Hell. The film ends as Lena and Ginko’s ghost
extort their salary from their former club owner.Alternately absurd and entertaining, Big Tits
Zombie demonstrates the lengths to which some directors will go in order to incorporate the
next novel idea into the zombie subgenre. The film is riddled with the objectification of females
and the exploits that arise therein, yet somehow the gore that overlays the storyline obscures
the potentially offensive nuances that Big Tits Zombie presents.—Boleyn KeyTHE BIRTH OF
JAPAN (1959)Director: Hiroshi InagakiScreenplay: Ryuzo Kikushima, Toshio YasumiSpecs: 182
minutes; colorThe Birth of Japan (literally translated to Nippon tanj�Ð in Japanese, but also
internationally known as The Three Treasures) is a tokusatsu (special effects) film directed by
Hiroshi Inagaki and produced by T�Ö•M studios in 1959. Celebrated as T�Ö•M’s one-thousandth
production, the film offers a big-budget spectacle in color and T�Ö•Mscope (the studio’s version of
CinemaScope) re-creating the indigenous mythology of the Japanese nation’s origin. The
original script is inspired by the historical records and myths found in the Kojiki and the Nihon
Shoki—the two oldest accounts of the creation of Yamato (ancient name of Japan) and the
fundamental texts for the Japanese national religion of Shinto. In particular, the narrative of The
Birth of Japan combines the legendary story of Japan’s so-called first national hero, Prince
Takeru Yamato, with episodes of the “age of gods” such as the formation of the Japanese
archipelago by the sibling deities Izanagi and Izanami; the reign of the sun goddess,
Amaterasu; and the descent to Earth of the god of the sea and the storm, Susanoo. The
famous actor Toshir�Ð Mifune plays both Yamato Takeru, the main protagonist of the film, and the
boisterous god, Susanoo.In addition to Takeru, the film features a star-studded cast, inclusive
of Kinuyo Tanaka, K�Ö¦• Tsuruta, Takashi Shimura, Ky�Ö°o Kagawa, Akira Takarada, Haruko
Sugimura, and Setsuko Hara. The technical staff is equally impressive, involving many
members of the team who made Godzilla films for T�Ö•M. In The Birth of Japan, Eiji Tsuburaya, the
talented creator of the kaij�° and science fiction classics, is the director of the special effects.
Tsuburaya is accompanied by producer Tomoyuki Tanaka, art director Akira Watanabe, and
music composer Akira Ifukube. Under the direction of Inagaki, this production staff contributes
to some of the most famous fantasy and epic events of Japanese religious and popular
traditions ever to materialize on screen. Perhaps the talents of this productions staff are most
evident in such scenes as the fighting scene between Susanoo and the eight-headed dragon
Yamata no Orochi, which was created by Tsuburaya and his team using a complex machinery
structure to move and animate the giant monster—a true feat for its time in the history of
filmmaking. Complementing the spectacular representation of this celebrated kaij�° , some other
scenes of the film also make remarkable use of special effects, creating, for example, a
terrifying sea storm that threatens the hero’s vessel and a volcanic eruption followed by a
tsunami that destroys an entire army of men. These outstanding technical achievements of
Tsuburaya in The Birth of Japan were celebrated with the “Best Special Effects Award” of the
year, a prize conferred annually by The Motion Picture and Television Engineering Society of



Japan. Additionally, the cinematography of Kazuo Yamada and the lighting of Seichiro Ijima
also received awards, accompanied by critical acclaim.The Birth of Japan was released in the
autumn of 1959 and became a big box office success. Inagaki’s film was the most profitable
production for T�Ö•M in 1959 and was also ranked as the second-most-lucrative Japanese film of
the year. Tsuburaya’s special effects, the presence of many stars in the cast, and the appeal of
a well-known traditional legend were surely decisive factors in the film’s success. Moreover,
being an epic spectacle film, The Birth of Japan was also conceived as a suitable production to
be exported and the film was theatrically released in countries such as the United States
(1960) and Spain (1972). More recently, T�Ö•M has released the film in different Japanese DVD
editions, as a single DVD (2001), as a part of a DVD box set containing other tokusatsu
science fiction films (T�Ö•M tokusatsu-k�·1Mkagakubako, 2007), and as an individual DVD of a T�Ö•M
“special-effects films” collection (T�Ö•M tokusatsu eiga DVD korekushon, no. 37, 2011).—Alejandra
Armendáriz HernándezBLACK CAT MANSION (1958)Director: Nobuo NakagawaScreenplay:
Jiro Fujishima, Yoshihiro IshikawaSpecs: 69 minutes; black and whiteBlack Cat Mansion (aka
Mansion of the Ghost Cat, original Japanese title: B�×&V• Kaiby�Ð Yashiki), is a 1958 ghost film that
was directed by Nobuo Nakagawa (1905–1984), who is famous for his ghost and horror films of
the 1950s and 1960s. The film tells the story of a possessed cat that is in pursuit of vengeance,
making it a typical example of bakeneko-mono or ghost-cat tale. The film interlinks the
encounter of a married couple with the spirit in contemporary Japan with events from the
spirit’s past during the Edo period. While the latter era is depicted in color, scenes set in the
present are shot in black and white.In the opening scene, we see Dr. Kuzumi on a night shift in
a hospital, where the cries of a black cat mix with the sound of rain and thunder. Porters push a
trolley carrying what appears to be the dead body of a man through the pitch-black corridors.
The sound of footsteps of unknown origin cause Dr. Kuzumi to pause and reflect on the horrors
of six years earlier, when he and his wife, Yoriko, were terrorized by a ghost.Having moved to
Yoriko’s hometown seeking therapy for her tuberculosis, the couple moved into an old mansion
that was rumored to be haunted. However, undeterred, the couple turn it into Dr. Kuzumi’s new
clinic. An ominous old lady frequently appears. She kills the family dog and uses her ability to
speak in different voices to lure Dr. Kuzumi away from his wife before attempting to strangle
her. Dr. Kuzumi learns the notorious story of the house from a local priest. The mansion is
haunted by a cat ghost who is in search of vengeance for misdeeds committed by the former
owner, samurai Lord Shogen.Lord Shogen murdered the young g�Ð master Kokingo after a
dispute over a match and, with the help of his retainer Saheiji, hid his body behind a wall.
Kikingo’s blind mother, Lady Miyaji, knowing the short-tempered and aggressive character of
Lord Shogen, feared the worst before a vision of her dead son confirmed her suspicions. When
she confronted Lord Shogen, he raped her, which drove her to commit suicide; however, before
doing so she asked her beloved cat Tama to seek vengeance. The vengeance spirit is able to
enter the Lord’s mansion and gain control of the body of Shogen’s old mother, whom we
recognize as the old woman from the earlier scenes of the movie. The spirit, now often in the
form of an elderly woman/cat hybrid, spreads discord between Shogen and his son over their
affection for the young servant girl Yae and haunts Lord Shogen with nightmares and visions of
a blood-stained Kokingo. Shogen grows increasingly unstable and eventually kills Yae after
mistaking her for the dead Lady Miyaji. He then attacks his son, believing him to be Kokingo.
By the end of the priests’ account, both the father and son are dead.Having learned about the
events of the past and discovered that Lord Shogen’s retainer Saheiji was one of Yoriko’s
ancestors and thus an object of the spirit’s vengeance, Dr. Kuzumi tries to protect his wife
using a charm that was given to him by the priest. However, the following night the charm is



carried away by the wind and, left unprotected, Yoriko is strangled by the spirit. When Dr.
Kuzumi finds her lying lifeless on the floor, the wall of the living room opens and Kokingo’s
mummified body appears.In the final scene, we return to the hospital and find Yoriko alive and
visiting her husband. Their conversation informs us that the haunting ceased once the
mummified body of Kokingo was buried. At the end of the film, Yoriko discovers a kitten in the
laboratory and, despite her past fear of cats, decides to keep it as a pet.While the director’s
choice to use both black and white and color was originally related to the need to reduce the
budget, Nakagawa’s use of gloomy monochromatic sets and images to depict the present and
vivid color to portray the past is one of the most memorable elements of the film. This approach
allows him to fully exploit the power of color through vivid depictions of blood-stained walls and
clothes, and the use of swirling kaleidoscopic lighting effects that are designed to emphasize
Shogen’s unstable state of mind.—Till WeingärtnerSee also Jigoku; Kaidan Kasane-ga-fuchi;
Nakagawa, Nobuo; Tokaido Yotsuya kaidanBibliographyNakagawa, Nobuo, dir. Black Cat
Mansion. Shint�Æ•L, 1958. Film.Suzuki Kensuke, ed. Jigoku de y�Æ• hai! Nakagawa Nobuo. Kaidan
ky�ÆgP eiga no g�Æ¶�à Tokyo: Waizu Shuppan.Takisawa Osamu and Yamane Sadao, eds. Eiga
kantoku Nakagawa Nobuo. Tokyo: Liburo B�ÇFð 1987.BLIND BEAST VS. KILLER DWARF
(2001)Director: Teruo IshiiScreenplay: Teruo IshiiSpecs: 95 minutes; colorBlind Beast vs. Killer
Dwarf, also known as M�Ö§P vs. Issun-b�×6†’À is a 2001 erotic grotesque (or ero guro) mystery
thriller film directed by Teruo Ishii (b. 1924). This film is Ishii’s last directorial credit before his
death in 2005. It is also the last low-budget film produced by Ishii’s production company, Ishii
Teruo Production. This film is an original screenplay written by Ishii based on a blend of three
Edogawa Ranpo novels: Blind Beast, Issun-b�×6†• (One-inch boy), and Odoru Issun-b�×6†• (The
dancing dwarf). The film was produced in 2001 and was screened at the 23rd Pia Film Festival,
but was not officially released until 2004 (released by Slowrunner) due to difficulty in finding a
distributor.The film follows a struggling novelist, Monzo Kobayashi, played by Lily Franky (b.
1963) and his longtime friend and famous detective, Kogoro Akechi, played by Shinya
Tsukamoto (b. 1960), trying to solve bizarre crimes committed separately by a dwarf, played by
Little Franky, and a blind man known as the “Blind Beast,” played by Hisashi Hirayama. First,
there is a series of crimes that seem to be completely unrelated: an amputated foot is found in
the sewer; Kobayashi runs into a dwarf carrying an amputated arm; Michiko Yamano, played by
Tomoko Matsumoto, goes missing; and Ranko Mizuki also goes missing. Kobayashi is
approached by Yurie Yamano, played by Reika Hashimoto (b. 1980), to ask his longtime friend
Akechi to help find her missing step-daughter, Michiko. During the investigation, Kobayashi and
Akechi reason that the arm Kobayashi saw the dwarf carrying is Michiko’s arm and conclude
that she is dead. Shortly after learning of Michiko’s death, Yurie encounters the dwarf, who
threatens her in an attempt to coerce her into becoming his lover.While Akechi and Kobayashi
are trying to solve the mystery of Michiko’s death, Ranko is held captive by a blind man in a
white womb-like hidden room filled with plastered body parts. During her captivity Ranko is
physically abused by the blind man and later stabbed to death by him. More amputated body
parts are found and Akechi initially hopes these instances are connected to Ranko’s
disappearance; yet it turns out to be a prank set up by a Sanka (Japanese Gypsy) girl as an
attempt to inflict revenge on a pawnshop owner.Meanwhile, audiences learn that the blind man
is a masseur who works at a bathhouse, luring his victims in with his massaging skills.
Suddenly, a plastered woman’s body is found by a statue and is identified as Ranko. With this
discovery, Akechi gradually solves Ranko’s mysterious death.After a heated pursuit of the
dwarf by Akechi and Kobayashi, the dwarf falls off the roof and suffers irreparable injuries.
Akechi gathers everyone to reveal the truth behind Michiko’s disappearance. He reveals that



Michiko was fighting with Komatsu, the maid, played by Kaname Wakaba, over a driver named
Fukiya, played by Mitsuhiro Oikawa, and in a fit of romantic jealousy accidentally killed
Komatsu. Hoping to hide this truth, Yurie, with the help of Fukiya, disposes of Komatsu’s body,
allowing Michiko to disguise herself as a maid and ultimately carry on with Fukiya. Fukiya takes
Komatsu’s body to a local temple and asks the dwarf to help him dispose of the body. At this
point, the dwarf, who had been enamored with Yurie, begins to pursue Yurie and coerce her
into a romantic relationship.In the end, the blind beast sends Akechi a letter confessing to the
murders, promising to surrender to the police and release his three hostages under one
condition: that art critic Tetsuro Tange, played by Testuro Tamba (b. 1922), witnesses what the
beast calls “tactile art”—the preservation of the dead bodies he has plastered in clay. Akechi,
Kobayashi, and the police are able to have Tange look at this art piece, but as Tange beats the
work with his cane out of anger, they discover that the blind beast has committed suicide and
become part of his art piece.As the last film by Teruo Ishii, who is also frequently heralded as
the “king of cult,” the film engages with erotic desire that straddles the boundaries of beauty
and the grotesque. Similar to many of his other films, the erotic and grotesque imagery is used
as key components of character development or as a centralized visual/thematic motif rather
than a device that propels the story. Indeed the storyline drives itself regardless of what
characters find or what the audience knows. Ishii’s playful engagement with narrative structure,
character development, and ero guro imagery is visible in this film through the abrupt editing,
limiting the grotesque imagery to select scenes, and framing it in ways that hide more than
they reveal. Despite the low budget for production, the film features many famous actors and
figures such as Sion Sono, who makes a cameo as a drunken man. The film is also known for
featuring Mieko Tanaka nude before she was elected to Parliament as a representative of the
Democratic Party.—Yuki NakayamaSee also ero guro nansensu genreBibliographyIshii, Teruo,
dir. Blind Beast vs. Killer Dwarf. Ishii Teruo Production, 2001. Film.BLOOD: THE LAST
VAMPIRE (2000)Director: Hiroyuki KitakuboScreenplay: Kenji KamiyamaSpecs: 48 minutes;
colorIn the land of media mix, in 2000, Production I.G. launched one of its largest franchises
with Blood: The Last Vampire. Directed by Hiroyuki Kitakubo, known for Roujin Z (1991), the
film revolves around a young vampire slayer named Saya, set in the High School of Yokota Air
Base. Saya is charged with the mission of tracking down and destroying a lair of demonic
creatures called “chiropterans”—a sort of humanoid bat—who have the ability to disguise
themselves as humans. There is a secret international organization hunting down these
creatures, although Saya seems to be the only one capable of following their trail and
recognizing them.The screenplay is cleverly deceptive in this respect because one never
knows what or who Saya is exactly. The boundary between good and evil is blurred and part of
the narration’s terror lies in the unknown, giving audiences only a few hints to solve the
mystery. Along these lines, Kitakubo was inspired by the themes created by David Fincher in
his thriller Se7en, which the Japanese director watched prior to starting his own film.The
classic vampire storytelling of Blood: The Last Vampire is improved through technical
innovations, as Production I.G. sought to create a new visual style. To do so, for the first time in
Japan they created a film made completely of digital animation; that is, the staff refrained from
the traditional use of cel animation throughout the production process. Moreover, the team
combined this technique with computer-generated imagery to enrich the background, putting
the studio at the forefront of innovative procedures applied to animation. As noted by the
company’s president, Mitsuhisa Ishikawa, this was the reason why the OAV (original animated
video) lasts forty-eight minutes, because if it were extended, the quality of the anime would
have been compromised. The movie rapidly acquired a cult following and it was the very first



cross-platform piece created for one homonymous manga (2002), three light novels (Blood:
The Last Vampire [2001]; Blood: The Last Vampire: Night of the Beasts [2002]; and Blood: The
Last Vampire: A Tragic Dream in Shanghai [2005]), two video games in 2000 and 2006, two
animated TV series spin-offs (Blood+ [2005–2006] and Blood C [2011]), and one live-action
adaptation namesake coproduced among Hong Kong, France, the United Kingdom, and Japan
in 2009.The OAV was the product of a series of sessions led by Mamoru Oshii. “Team Oshii,”
as it was dubbed, brought together the young talents from Production I.G. Of this effort, two
ideas were produced: the first one, provided by Jun’ichi Fujisaku, involved an angry young
woman wearing a schoolgirl’s uniform and carrying a katana, while the second plot was called
The Last Vampire, created by Kenji Kamiyama—today one of the studio’s leading filmmakers.
At that moment, the company was looking for a new project to produce, so Oshii proposed
making a film combining both concepts. As a result, Fujisaku, Oshii, and Kamiyama began to
craft the horror film together. The original plan involved a trilogy planned for release on video
for the domestic market. However, in the end Production I.G. only developed the central
installment of the proposal and did not adapt the other two stories. The film took care of every
detail from the stunning design of characters by the artist Katsuya Terada to the bilingual
English-Japanese dubbing that was needed due to the interaction of American and Japanese
speakers in the film, although the English voice artists sound artificial and unnatural.Although
remarkably outstanding in its visual achievements, Blood: The Last Vampire is less original in
its plot, especially in depicting the stereotyped young female in uniform—a suggestive trope
often used to meet male otaku expectations. Throughout its history, anime has provided
interesting works using themes of horror and vampires. The most prominent of these are:
Vampire Princess Miyu (1997–1998); Yoshiaki Kawajiri’s beautiful Vampire Hunter D: Bloodlust
(2000), the second movie based on a Hideyuki Kikuchi novel; Hellsing (2001–2002); Trinity
Blood (2005); Dance in the Vampire Bund (2010), and the comical and unclassifiable parody
Nyanpire (2011).—Laura Montero PlataBLOODTHIRSTY filmsLegacy of Dracula
(1970)Director: Michio YamamotoScreenplay: Hiroshi Nagano, Ei OgawaSpecs: 71 minutes;
colorLake of Dracula (1971)Director: Michio YamamotoScreenplay: Ei Ogawa, Masaru
TakesueSpecs: 82 minutes; colorEvil of Dracula (1974)Director: Michio YamamotoScreenplay:
Ei Ogawa, Masaru TakesueSpecs: 87 minutes; colorAlthough it has been suggested that the
yuki onna (snow woman) is essentially a Japanese vampire, the traditional bloodsucker is not
indigenous to Japan. In the past they have either been imported from foreign parts or not really
supernatural creatures at all, as in Nobuo Nakagawa’s 1956 film, Vampire Moth, the very first
Japanese vampire movie and an informal riff on the “old dark house” classic, The Cat and the
Canary. When Nakagawa returned to the theme three years later in Female Vampire (1959), he
took the more popular approach of making the Shigeru Amachi bloodsucker a European
refugee. In keeping with this trend, Kimiyoshi Yasuda’s special effects in the classic Yokai
Monsters: Spook Warfare (1968) has a vampire from ancient Mesopotamia plaguing
eighteenth-century Japan, while Hajime Sat�Ù s delirious cult classic Goke, Body Snatcher from
Hell (1968) portrays Earth being invaded by a race of bloodsucking extraterrestrials. One of
Shintoho’s last releases, the notorious Vampire Bride (1960), directed by Ky�×F�!M Namiki, is also
one of the few movies of the period to include a genuinely Japanese vamp.Many Japanese
vampire films can be unsatisfying for Western viewers, primarily because their creators are
either unaware of or uninterested in the various aspects of Western vampire lore. With no
indigenous traditions to draw upon (like China’s “hopping vampires”), writers will often create
their own mythos or take concepts from elsewhere (the creature in Nakagawa’s Female
Vampire only becomes a vampire during the full moon, for example). However, this unorthodox



approach can sometimes be refreshing, bringing in welcome changes to the tradition-bound
world of vampire legends. This is certainly the case with the Bloodthirsty films, as the Michio
Yamamoto trio of vampire films has become known.The first in the series is Legacy of Dracula
(1970), released in the United States as Vampire Doll and Night of the Vampire, and also
known as Fear of the Ghost House: The Bloodthirsty Doll. It was followed in 1971 by Lake of
Dracula, also released as Japula (!), and often referred to as Cursed House: Bloodthirsty Eyes;
and in 1974 by Evil of Dracula, aka Bloodthirsty Rose. All three films would be directed by
Yamamoto and released by Toho.Legacy of Dracula begins in classic gothic horror fashion,
with a young man arriving at a desolate mansion in the middle of nowhere, on a dark and
stormy night. Having been away on business for several months he is keen to see his girlfriend,
but arriving at her home he is told that she died a short while ago. When the man himself
disappears, his sister (Kayo Matsuo of Lone Wolf & Cub: Baby Cart at the River Styx) and her
boyfriend go in search of him, convinced there is something very wrong at the foreign-style
mansion deep in the countryside.Of the three films, Lake of Dracula is the closest to a
traditional (that is, Western) vampire movie, with very little that is Japanese about it. When a
mysterious box is delivered to a house close to hers, artist Akiko, played by Midori Fujita, finds
herself plagued by visions of a sinister black-clad figure with golden eyes. At the same time,
local doctor (and Akiko’s fiancé) Takashi, played by Ch�ÖV• Takahashi, struggles to pinpoint the
cause of a series of mysterious deaths in the area, all of them caused by loss of blood. The
situation worsens when Akiko’s sister falls prey to this unusual disease, only to return to life
and attack her.Like Jimmy Sangster’s Lust for a Vampire (1971), Evil of Dracula is set in a girls’
school, but it retains the same contemporary setting as the earlier films. Teacher Shiraki,
played by Toshio Kurosawa, arrives at an isolated girls’ school deep in the Hokkaido
countryside to take up a position as psychology lecturer. A number of things strike him as
somewhat unusual: the principal’s wife was killed in a car crash a few days earlier, and her
body lies in a coffin in the basement; the principal has already decided that Shiraki will be his
successor, despite the fact that the two men have only just met; one of the students has
mysteriously disappeared, soon to be followed by another one. Like many Euro-horror movies,
the isolated girls’ school setting in Evil of Dracula is a hothouse of sexual tension and
adolescent hormones, with half the girls immediately in love with their new teacher, and happy
to proposition him openly, while the French master has already picked up an unpleasant
reputation for leering at his students.Although not directly related, the three films share a
number of common characteristics. All three take place in predominantly isolated locations:
northern Honshu in Lake of Dracula and Hokkaido in Evil of Dracula (no specific location is
named in the first film, although it is also a distant, rural area). A similar sprawling and a foreign-
style gothic mansion features prominently in each of the films. Most important is the nature of
the vampirism, which often relates back to a distinctly Western origin. Lake of Dracula’s
vampire is a foreigner living in Japan, with the “curse of vampirism” carried on through his
family’s bloodstream, but only becoming active in the last descendant. In Evil of Dracula the
vampire was a gaijin (foreigner or foreign) missionary who was forced to recant his religious
beliefs. Having done so he was cursed by his God with a craving for human blood. Only Legacy
of Dracula’s vampire is Japanese; but even so, she is part of a diplomat’s family who
maintained close links with foreigners in Japan, with the implication that they have been
“infected” by their associations. The specific cause of her vampirism is actually an echo of the
classic Edgar Allan Poe story “The Facts in the Case of M. Valdemar” with the victim having
been hypnotized just before her death, allowing her to continue existing in a half-dead, half-
alive state.Often mischaracterized as lackluster attempts to relocate the Hammer film ethos



into Japan, most of their bad reputation comes from the badly dubbed, cut, pan-and-scan
versions that circulated on US television and later on VHS in the 1980s. While Yamamoto was
clearly influenced by Hammer’s gothic vampire tales, these three films are not quite the slavish,
misguided knock-offs they have been frequently accused of being. For a start, they all present
unusual, original portrayals of vampires and vampirism that avoid recycling many of the usual
clichés. Yamamoto’s bloodsuckers rarely behave like Christopher Lee or Bela Lugosi, preferring
out-of-the-way locations where they can quietly and safely continue their existence. Dracula
meets his end because he tries to relocate to London; in contrast, the principal in Evil of
Dracula has lasted generations by keeping a low profile and taking as few victims as
possible.This is not to suggest that Hammer films were not an influence at all; it’s most likely
that Lake of Dracula was inspired by Terence Fisher’s Brides of Dracula, with its lone vampire
imprisoned by his own family, eventually escaping to pursue a specific female victim. It’s also
the only film in the trilogy to use the name Dracula. By the same token, it’s unlikely that
Hammer would conceive of a monster like the vampire in Legacy of Dracula: a miserable,
unwilling creature that did not ask to be kept alive and plaintively begs its victims to kill her.
When she dies, there is no Christopher Lee–style howl of frustration, just a welcoming
resignation.These three films form interesting additions to the early 1970s cycle of
contemporary vampire films and deserve their place alongside Bob Kelljan’s Count Yorga,
Vampire (1970), William Crain’s Blacula (1972), and the Dan Curtis–produced TV movie The
Night Stalker (1972). It’s also worth noting that (like the Count Yorga films), Legacy of Dracula
and Lake of Dracula predate Hammer’s own attempts to bring their vampires into the twentieth
century, beginning with Alan Gibson’s Dracula A.D. 1972.—Jim HarperTHE BLOODY SWORD
OF THE 99TH VIRGIN (1959)Director: Morihei MagataniScreenplay: Jiro Fujishima, Susumu
TakakuSpecs: 82 minutes; black and whiteThe Bloody Sword of the 99th Virgin (Ky�¶¡kky�²Ö†öæÖP
no kimusume) is a 1959 film directed by Morihei Magatani about a remote mountain village in
northern Japan which practices ritual human sacrifice. One of the Shint�Ö•M Studio’s most
notorious releases, its current copyright holder, H�ÖV• Kokusai, refuses to distribute the picture,
giving rise to the mistaken belief that the film is banned in Japan. Savage, inbred mountain
dwellers became a staple of the horror genre in films like Deliverance (1972), The Hills Have
Eyes (1977), and even Japan’s own X-Cross (2007), but The Bloody Sword of the 99th Virgin’s
explicit use of the term Burakumin for its villains makes it particularly offensive for many
Japanese. The nation’s “untouchable caste,” Burakumin were openly discriminated against well
into the twentieth century and continue to face hardships, both economic and social, in
Japanese society, making any future official release of the film unlikely.The film begins in media
res with two men in the woods capturing a deranged, feral-looking old woman, played by
Satsuki Fujie, whom they bring to a rural police station in Iwate Prefecture. The woman slips
away before they can make it inside, however, and the police disbelieve the men’s tale of how
the old crone abducted their two young female companions while camping in the mountains.
Laying the matter aside, the chief of police later asks a relatively new recruit from Tokyo named
Abe, played by Bunta Sugawara, to try and persuade the nearby mountain shrine’s priest,
Yugebe, played by Yoichi Numata, to adhere to the centuries-old custom of the upcoming “Fire
Festival” and vacate the mountain for the duration of the observance. Tradition holds that any
outsiders who remain on the mountain will be murdered for sacrilege, but the progressive
Yugebe sees the festival as an opportunity to bridge the cultural gap between the mountain-
dwelling Burakumin and the people who reside at the foot of the mountain, and refuses to
leave the shrine. Accompanied by an admiring young woman from the Burakumin village
named Azami, played by Namiji Matsura, Yugebe goes to see the village headman, played by



Arata Shibata, and explain his intentions. The headman disapproves of Yugebe’s plan,
remarking that increased interaction between the Burakumin and the “city people” would be
disastrous. Azami’s betrothed, the half-wild Goromaru, also expresses his disapproval of
Yugebe to Azami’s mother, the old woman who has in fact kidnapped the two missing female
tourists.On the eve of the festival the love-struck Azami suddenly stabs Yugebe, explaining to
the shocked priest that it was the only way to get him to leave the mountain and save his life.
As Yugebe recovers in the hospital, the villagers conduct the once-in-a-decade Fire Festival
ritual, during which the headman sacrifices the two abducted women and bathes a newly
forged sword in their blood. Upon examining the sword, however, he proclaims the ritual a
failure, citing the women’s “impure blood.” The following day Yugebe returns to the shrine with
Abe and the other police, where they discover a hidden basement chamber that contains
ninety-eight swords, many of which appear to be centuries old. The police later find the bodies
of the two murdered women on the mountaintop, along with the skeletal remains of several
other victims.Learning that Yugebe has found the ninety-eight swords and given them over to
the police, the enraged villagers capture and execute him, despite the tearful objections of
Azami. Explaining that the ninety-ninth sword must still be bathed in the blood of a virgin to
appease the mountain deity, the headman demands the life of Azami unless her mother can
find a replacement within two days. The old woman ventures down off the mountain where the
police soon arrest her for the abduction and murder of the two tourists. At the station the old
woman catches sight of the chief’s young daughter, and when Goromaru and others from the
village come at night to break her out of the jail, they murder the chief’s wife and take the girl
back to the village to be sacrificed. Abe and the other police give chase and a bloody battle
between the cops and the Burakumin ensues, with Abe shooting the headman just as he is
about to sacrifice the chief’s daughter. Failing to complete the ritual, the wounded headman
commits suicide in front of an effigy of the mountain deity as the film comes to a
close.Although infamous today, Shint�Ö•M’s The Bloody Sword of the 99th Virgin caused little
commotion at the time of its release. Like the portrayal of blacks and other ethnic minorities in
classic Hollywood cinema, the negative stereotyping of Burakumin in motion pictures was an
accepted practice at the time. The image of Burakumin as inbred, uneducated, superstitious,
and murderous that was in part perpetuated by wholly fictional films like The Bloody Sword of
the 99th Virgin had very real and unfortunate consequences, such as the 1963 murder
conviction of a Burakumin based solely on shaky circumstantial evidence. Shint�Ö•M’s successor
company Kokusai H�ÖV• released The Bloody Sword of the 99th Virgin on VHS during the early
days of home video, but increased awareness of the mistreatment of Burakumin and the
spread of Burakumin rights groups during the 1980s and 1990s makes it a film that today the
company would like to pretend doesn’t exist. While rumors that the movie was banned by the
government are untrue, few films are as securely locked away from the public. In 2010 the
Udine Far East Film Festival in Italy requested a print for screening, which Kokusai initially
declined. The company finally granted the festival permission to show the film, but with the
mandate that all those in attendance were to be checked at the theater entrance for recording
equipment, lest bootleg copies find their way back to Japan and Shint�Ö•M’s dirtiest secret be
unleashed.—Michael CrandolSee also Okura, Mitsugu; X-CrossBibliographyMagatani Morihei,
dir. The Bloody Sword of the 99th Virgin. Shint�Ö•M, 1959. Film.BOTAN DOROAmong kaidan, or
Japanese ghost stories, that of Botan Doro (The Peony Lantern), the tale of a man who falls
madly and strangely in love with a woman from the spirit world, is one of the most popular and
familiar. It was the first kaidan to make it to celluloid in the early days of Japanese cinema and
has spawned many film versions since, although the oldest of these versions are lost forever



and even some of the more recent productions can be difficult to track down.Botan Doro
arrived in Japan from China in the 1600s in a translation of New Tales Under the Lamplight
(Jian Deng Xin Hua), a Ming-era collection of ghost stories by Qu You. Later, and although a
Buddhist monk himself, the writer Ryoi Asai played down the collection’s Buddhist teachings
concerning man’s karma and transplanted Botan Doro to the urban Edo of his time.Two
hundred years later, the professional storyteller San’y�·FV• Ench�Ð (also known as Jirokichi
Izubuchi) modified and developed the characters, and made the tale a key part of his rakugo
repertoire. In the 1880s, an edited shorthand transcription of the raconteur’s reworking was
published, further spreading its popularity. This version was soon adapted into a Kabuki play
(first performed at the Kabuki-za in Tokyo in 1892), where the writer Lafcadio Hearn (Yakumo
Koizumi) came across it, publishing the first English translation of the tale as A Passional
Karma, in his collection of supernatural stories In Ghostly Japan (1899).Satsuo Yamamoto’s
1968 film Kaidan Botan Doro in many ways follows in this tradition, but also uses other sources
and adds ideas of its own. Where Hearn painted Shinzaburo as selfish and detestable, he is
now more heroic—no longer a student, he’s an altruistic but struggling tutor to impoverished
children, much to the shame of his proud samurai family.This shift allows Yamamoto, a staunch
Communist, to launch a dimly veiled criticism of Japan’s feudal system, as Shinzaburo accuses
the samurai class of caring only for their own glory and honor and having no compassion for
the poor. He also refuses repeated entreaties to marry his widowed sister-in-law, a match that
would be advantageous to his family, thus setting up the dynamic of obligation versus true love.
It is also through the fickle selfishness of the elite that O-Tsuyu, the woman Shinzaburo
becomes entranced by, loses her father and is left helpless and alone.During the festival of O-
bon (when spirits are believed to return briefly to Earth), the radiant O-Tsuyu makes the first of
several nightly visits to Shinzaburo’s home, accompanied by her faithful maid O-Yone, who
carries a lantern decorated with peony flowers to light their way. In one particularly effective
scene, Shinzaburo’s curious servant is terror stricken to see Shinzaburo making love not to a
beautiful woman but to a ghastly skeleton. As O-Tsuyu is revealed to have been a ghost from
when she first met Shinzaburo, the film is actually closer to Asai’s work on this point than the
kabuki/rakugo version, which gave them a prior romantic relationship in the earthly
realm.Persuaded that he must drive the spirits away, Shinzaburo chants sutras and allows
religious texts to be pasted on the outer walls of his home. A scene in which the ghosts arrive
and are distraught to see these precautions in place opens one of the film’s many atmospheric
sequences, full of eerie lighting and ethereal voices and sound effects as well as dramatic
camera movements sweeping in on the tormented man. Where the Shinzaburo of Asai’s
version breaks down and heeds the ghosts’ pleas to allow O-Tsuyu to meet him once again, in
the film he struggles but manages to overcome his desire out of concern to stay alive for the
sake of his pupils and to help make the world a little better.It is notable that in the film O-Tsuyu
finally gets to be with Shinzaburo again not simply because of his own weakness, but also
through the treachery of those close to him. In this regard, Kaidan Botan Doro conveys
considerable psychological depth in its depiction of ordinary people coming undone through
greed or desire. Or perhaps, without giving away any more, the ending is not so bleak for the
two lovers after all.Considering the flexibility the tale of Botan Doro allows for, there is no
definitive version to speak of, including this filmic interpretation. That’s all the more reason to
explore how Kaidan Botan Doro plays freely with the many possibilities that can be gleaned
from the ancient tales.—Jeff HammondBU–SU (2005)Director: Yoshihiro NakamuraScreenplay:
Yoshihiro NakamuraSpecs: 73 minutes; colorB�·7P (The booth) was directed by Yoshihiro
Nakamura (b. 1970) in 2005. At that time Nakamura was clearly familiar with J-horror, having



scripted Hideo Nakata’s popular Dark Water (Honogurai mizu no soho kara) in 2002, and seen
Kiyoshi Kurosawa’s psychological works. But Nakamura used this knowledge to deviate from
genre conventions, as he has frequently done throughout his career. Containing elements of
parapsychology and a female avenger, there are plot shifts that catch audiences off guard in
his depiction of the psychological meltdown of B�·7Y s DJ. Although one may readily predict the
conclusion, anticipating the details leading there can be more baffling. While horrific elements
advance its plot, they do not drive B�·7Rä� prologue features an older, golden-voiced late-night
radio talk show host. Its grainy black-and-white images highlight a lime-green telephone. His
caller asks advice concerning a love suicide she and her boyfriend have planned. When he
discourages them, she responds that they already attempted it thirty years earlier, but only she
died. Although the DJ is initially amused, his expression grows more serious as she accuses
him of being the boyfriend, and that “you . . . betrayed . . . me.” Static partially drowns out her
conversation. Following a close-up of a speaker on the wall, we see the DJ’s body suspended
from the ceiling of the broadcast area, Studio 6.B�·7P shifts to color as it jumps to “Tokyo Love
Lines,” a present-day radio talk show hosted by the overbearing Shingo Katsumata. His theme
for the evening is “unpardonable words.” Shingo, played by Ryuta Sato (b. 1980), informs his
audience that the night’s broadcast originates from a studio used in earlier days with an
enjoyable retro feel. Once off the air, he immediately complains about the substitute studio’s
dinginess and mildewed headphones. When he leaves the booth, the camera draws back,
focusing upon its Studio 6 sign. Upon his return, a cabinet top swings open, revealing a now
well-used lime-green telephone.The night’s first caller is twelve-year-old, Nasty. A classmate
whose family was about to move uttered the unpardonable “Stop staring, ugly!” just as she was
about to tell him she had a crush on him. Shingo sympathizes with Nasty, confirming that those
words were stinging and mean. He continues that his family moved a lot while he was young,
and he had no interest in girls at that age. This is contradicted by a flashback in which the
young Shingo holds a little girl’s hand. A tracking shot following them awkwardly halts upon
reaching the apparent edge of someone seated on a swing. Returning to the present, Shingo
warmly consoles the girl. Suddenly an eerie creaking sound breaks in. As Shingo announces
that there is a bad connection, the camera cuts to a wall speaker through which is broadcast
the damning words “You liar,” spoken by a scary disembodied voice familiar to the film
audience. When the noise diminishes, Shingo, self-absorbed but doting, recovers. During the
commercial break, the technicians, who had originally trained in this old studio, reluctantly
inform Shingo about a rumor that it is haunted by a disc jockey that had committed
suicide.Momo, the next caller, tells Shingo that her husband told her that her husband’s nasty
complaint was that he should have married his ex-girlfriend. Momo doesn’t feel she can talk
back because the two had been engaged before she took him away. As Shingo responds, the
screen image changes to an attractive woman speaking through a mike in a modern studio.
The film’s sound continues with Shingo and Momo’s conversation, but there is a cut to Shingo,
dressed differently, observing the new woman. Following several more quick cuts, the voice of
the woman, “Mabuchi,” played by Hijiki Kojima (b. 1976), announcing the day’s news and
sports, supplants the conversation as well. When Mabuchi wraps up and begins to head home,
Shingo chases her down the hall and demands a date, even though she is already engaged.
As Shingo forces himself upon Mabuchi in this flashback, the sound track returns to the
present with Shingo assuaging Momo’s guilt and justifying her actions. The eerie studio sounds
again break in, and the woman’s voice again brands Shingo a liar.During the next call, an
agitated Shingo’s mind flashes back to earlier that day, with Mabuchi also calling him a liar.
Mabuchi has broken up with her fiancé and is having an affair with Shingo, whom she accuses



of cheating on her. He attempts to deflect her conversation and, blaming her, breaks their
relationship. Shingo is jarred back into the present by further unexplained sounds, and his
booth assistant, played by Makoto Ashikawa (b. 1960), must mime and scribble the caller’s
conversation on paper. Lost, he quickly introduces the song listed on his queue sheet only to
hear a different one play. He demands that the program’s director pay attention without
acknowledging his own negligence, only to learn that Mabuchi has not shown up for her
broadcast. His own inattentiveness continues, the film alternating between flashbacks and the
present. He had fought with Mabuchi during their date, viciously pushing her out of his car. Her
head struck a metal barrier, and she briefly lost consciousness. Struggling to reenter the car as
Shingo attempted to drive away, her body was dragged, then pushed under a barrier leading to
coastal waters. The evening newscast, done by a substitute, includes a story of an unidentified
body being found in the water off the coast near where he and Mabuchi struggled. During the
broadcast, Shingo believes he briefly glimpses a ghostly looking Mabuchi in back of the studio,
and fears her relationship with the earlier phone interruptions.As the evening continues,
Shingo’s despair intensifies. Two men dressed in business suits enter the studio, followed by a
cut to the men examining the tires on the DJ’s car. His mind further wandering, he quickly loses
patience with his callers and yells abusively at his coworkers. Just before the sports news
begins, a bloodied Mabuchi slowly walks ghost-like through the studio, further panicking
Shingo, then calmly but coldly announces the sumo results. The two well-dressed men, we
eventually learn, are sponsors, and the nonlinear scenes have occurred in Shingo’s mind,
some being actual flashbacks, others imagined consequences. The narcissistic DJ is forced to
reflect, and comes to realize that the phone calls can all be related to his destructive actions
and tendencies. As he signs off for the evening with all the phone lines off, the eerie sounds
break in again. Shingo realizes that they echoed swings from his old school playground. The
camera had halted during his earlier conversation with Nasty to block from his memory the
same unpardonable words he had uttered to a little girl when he was twelve, and then
physically abused her. The booth door suddenly closes, and Shingo meets his ghostly
accuser.Director Yoshihiro Nakamura used an old studio in the Nippon Building in Tokyo as a
set for B�·7P shortly before it was closed. Its cramped booth augments his film’s claustrophobic
atmosphere. While including certain elements from the J-horror genre, he twisted them to
create his own style of thriller. While the paranormal sets the tone here with each conversation
containing further incriminating associations, Shingo eventually realizes that he, rather than the
chilling telephone voice, is the real monster. Many horror films include sympathetic
protagonists struggling against supernatural elements. Here the protagonist is insensitive, and
the audience is concerned with Mabuchi’s fate. Rather than acting as an unknown to be
unraveled, the uncanny serves to unlock the protagonist’s character. Scenes in the film also
include an interview with a former chess champion hoping to regain his title and a sports story
about a sumo wrestler facing dethronement, foreshadowing that the popular DJ could be the
next star to be uncrowned.Unpardonable words, unnerving associations, and strong but
previously unacknowledged memories merge to create powerful linkages. Throughout his
career Nakamura has used such linkages—his acclaimed 2009 Fish Story (Fisshu sutori)
depicts a 1975 band’s obscure punk song eventually saving the world in 2012—but none as
dauntingly as in B�·7Rét&–ÆÀ ThompsonBibliographyNakamura, Toshihiro. The Booth. Tartan Asia
Extreme, 2005. DVD.• C •COLD FISH (2010)Director: Sion SonoScreenplay: Sion Sono,
Yoshiki TakahashiSpecs: 146 minutes; colorCold Fish, known as Tsumetai nettaigyo in
Japanese, is a 2010 dark-comedy horror film directed by Sion Sono (b. 1961). The film tells the
story of a heavy-handed tropical fish shop owner, his deranged wife, and a feeble associate



who resolve a series of business deals gone wrong through violent murders and cover-ups.
Roughly based upon actual events that took place in 1993 in a prefecture neighboring Tokyo,
the film was critically acclaimed in Japan and received notable recognition internationally.The
plot of the film revolves around the lackluster life of a forty-something-year-old fish shop owner
named Nobuyuki Shamoto, played by Mitsuru Fukikoshi (b. 1965). Possessing a frail
personality to accompany what appears to be a struggling business, Shamoto is overrun by his
teenage daughter and constantly overlooked by his attractive and much younger wife of a
second marriage. Among other implications of Shamoto’s failures, the bane of his existence is
his family life, rife with jealousy and distrust between his daughter and his wife. The role of
Shamoto is particularly important to achieving the type of desperation Sono intended to convey
in the film. For Sono, it is this hopelessness that is lacking in Japanese cinema and Shamoto’s
character—in all of his anguish and failures—showcases this for audiences.Shamato’s life
takes a turn for what appears to be the better when he is approached by another fish shop
owner named Yukio Murata, played by Denden (b. 1950), a stage name. Murata offers a
business proposal that would combine both of their stores into a partnership agreement and
increase their revenue. Believing that more money will solve his problems, Shamoto accepts
the deal and begins to work with Murata; yet almost immediately, Murata’s tyrannical
personality begins to show. Overtaking Shamato’s business, seducing both his daughter and
his wife, Murata eventually becomes another untenable problem in Shamato’s life.As the
relationship between Murata and Shamoto increasingly sours, Murata effectively reduces
Shamoto to a mere assistant, assigning him trivial and degrading jobs unrelated to anything
discussed in their original agreement. Murata and his wife, Aiko Murata, played by Asuka
Kurosawa (b. 1971), then gradually reveal a sinister side of their business to Shamoto, wherein
the Muratas defraud and extort various customers out of money. In more than one instance,
these cons go awry and the Muratas then begin killing their deceived customers. Forcefully
enlisting Shamoto as a get-away-driver and labor-hand, the Muratas showcase their
methodical procedure for executing their murders and disposing of the dead bodies.Eventually
Shamoto grows tired of the abuse and turns on the Muratas, first assaulting Yukio and then
forcing Aiko to finish the job and dispose of his body. Shamoto then murders Aiko and attempts
to pin the killings on the now deceased Muratas by calling the police and exposing their
exploits.Similar to several of Sono’s horror films, Cold Fish is replete with lurid imagery. The
murders and disposals of the deceased bodies are particularly gruesome. In the former, the
killing scenes range from poisonings and violent sexual encounters to asphyxiation by rope
and multiple stabbings to the neck with a ballpoint pen. In the latter, the disposals of the bodies
include scenes akin to cattle butcher shops, inclusive of blood splattered floors and walls; large
chunks of meat and bones set aside for dismemberment; as well as camera pans of
meticulous jabbing, slicing, and ripping of flesh by the Murata couple. In both the murder and
disposal scenes, the cast maintains an eerie and ever-present aloofness about them that really
bolsters the gory images.The film is loosely based upon the events surrounding four murders
committed by Gen Sekine and his common-law wife Hiroko Kazama during the 1990s.
According to the criminal investigations, Sekine and Kazama, pet shop owners and semi-
famous dog breeders, frequently arranged dubious business agreements in which the couple
would defraud customers and colleagues alike. When some of these business agreements
broke down, similar to the film, Sekine and Kazama, portrayed by Denden and Kurosawa
respectively, murdered, dismembered, and disposed of the bodies of various clients and
business associates. Nearly a decade prior to the release of Cold Fish, Sekine and Kazama
were tried, convicted, and sentenced to death.The film received several positive reviews and



was honored by premiering at the Sixty-Seventh Venice International Film Festival, as well as
winning the Best Screenplay Award in the 2010 Fantastic Fest in Austin, Texas.—Salvador
MurguiaSee also ero guru nansensu genre; Sono, Sion.BibliographySono, Sion, dir. Cold Fish.
Nikkatsu, 2010. Film.CRAZY LIPS (2000)Director: Hioshisa SasakiScreenplay: Hiroshi
TakahashiSpecs: 85 minutes; colorCrazy Lips, or Hakky�×7W u kuchibiru in Japanese, is a 2000
Japanese comedy-horror film directed by Hioshisa Sasaki (b. 1961). The film chronicles a
young woman, Satomi, played by Hitomi Miwa (b. 1978), who lives with her sister and widowed
mother. After Satomi’s brother is accused of severing the heads of four young schoolgirls, she
seeks the help of a mysterious psychic and her male assistant who insist that they can prove
her brother’s innocence. What ensues is a chaotic and seemingly unrelated sequence of
events in which supernatural conjuring of the dead, cult worship, and secret agencies engaging
in espionage, culminate into an epic Kung Fu battle. Crazy Lips was written by Hiroshi
Takahashi, who also wrote the script for the 1998 international success Ringu. The film is
known for its eclectic blending of genres, and its insanely wild and unexpected narrative.Crazy
Lips centers around the Kuramashi family, who have been in hiding for years because Satomi’s
father was sentenced to death as a serial killer and because Satomi’s brother Michio, played by
Kazuma Suzuki (b. 1968), has been accused of a similar killing spree of four young girls.
Michio has gone into hiding, leaving his widowed mother, and sisters Satomi and Kaori, played
by Hijiri Natsukawa to defend themselves from a continual onslaught of reporters and
detectives who are looking for Michio. A police inspector, played by Ikko Suzuki (b. 1962), visits
the women regularly to harass them and attempt to gain information on Michio’s whereabouts,
while strangers constantly throw rocks through the windows of the Kuramashi home.In an act
of desperation, Satomi contacts a psychic named Mamiya, played by Yoshiko Yura, in order to
unveil the true identity of the serial killer. Mamiya and her sinister helper, Touma perform a
séance within the Kuramashi home that awakens the spirits of the murdered school children
and sends their decapitated bodies on a mission to find where the murderer has stowed away
their heads, which in turn, will reveal the true killer.The narrative structure of Crazy Lips begins
to change tremendously through an eclectic blending of various nods to film genres. Once
Mamiya and Touma enter the Kuramashi home, several graphic rape scenes ensue in which
Touma either rapes Satomi’s mother as a payment for their psychic services or, in a particularly
graphic scene, forces Satomi to have sex with the hanging body of the police inspector, while
Touma also has his way with Satomi in what appears to be a cult ritual. In another scene,
Satomi unexpectedly breaks into song and dance in the tradition of a Bollywood musical after
she is informed by mysterious secret agents Lucy, played by Tomomi Kuribayashi (b. 1972),
and her partner Narimoto, played by Hiroshi Abe (b. 1964), that she has harmful psychic
abilities. In surreal fashion, while also incorporating comedic elements into the film, an
individual known as the Colonel who is the boss of Lucy and Narimoto, is able to communicate
with Satomi via broadcast television in which he disguises himself as the host of a variety show
and can speak only to Satomi through the TV set. Once Mamiya and Touma enter the room
and the Colonel feels his cover will be blown, he dresses in a leotard and dances so as to
avoid suspicion, pretending once more to be a part of the regular programing. Both Lucy and
Narimoto, who work for a mysterious international agency along with the Colonel, are
attempting to stop Mamiya and Touma from conjuring a type of monster-deity from the heavens
that is enacted through their ceremonial raping of the Kuramashi women.The bodies of the four
school girls are finally able to find their missing heads, which leads to the unveiling that all
three of the Kuramashi women decapitated the girls. This shocking revelation sets in motion a
chaotic and surreal climax in which Michio, Mamiya, and Touma, along with the angered



parents of the four girls, corner the Kuramashi women and threaten to beat them to death. The
Kuramashi women are chased through the woods and defend themselves in a scene that plays
out much like a traditional Kung Fu film, with Lucy and Narimoto joining in the battle as well.
The film concludes with a bloodbath in which nearly every character is violently killed while
Mamiya tries to conjure a mysterious monster-god from space, but not before the viewer, in
another odd turn of events, witnesses a love scene between Satomi and her brother Michio.
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Sport McNichol, “excellent book. very informative”

The book by Jennifer Homans has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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